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The development of. reading skillg" it crucial for every member
of a literate society, for 'such skills provide access'to the com-
plex bodies ,

.necessary for successful partiCipation
in schoo as laxler,society. In addition, the
ability to obtairi'meani from'pAnt, quite apart from pragmatic
considerations, can acti Mte particular worlds of esthetic,
emotional, and intellectual experience that come from no other
soUrffe-; It may ,well be that, qespite the forecasts that electronic
media are moving our society into a loostliterate era, our rearing
skills will:be used not only to process increasingly complex bodies
of technical information, but also to maintain, in the threatening
context of a machine-oriented technology, a sense of our creative
selves--thinking, feeling, 'and aware of holistic form.

1

Yet the reading skills of great numbers of minority students
are poorly developed in our urban schools. The reading problems of
these students are particularly disconcerting, for there have been ,

recent sighs that reading skills are improving among students in
the mainstream population.' According to the Report of the Com-
mittee on Reading of the National Academy of .Education,

recent restandardization of ... tests show that
national averages have been moving upward ...,

yet reading deficits in certain minority'
groups--particularly among poor blacks, Chi- .

canos, and Puerto Ricans--[remain] much greater
than in the popultion at large. tChall &
Carroll, 1975:11)

.

I would like to expOss appreciation'to,th9 Institute for .
a

Urban and Minority Education, Teachers College,!Columbia'Univer-.
sity, for its support in the preparation of this article. In
addition, I would like to thank a number of persons for helpful
comments on the article in draft form; boxli (Allen, Robert Allen,
Robert Aronowitz, Dyipna Bowles, Erwin FlaxMan, Christine Grove,
Neal Grove, Ilona Henderson, Frank Iorowitz, and Eric Larsen. In
particular, I would like to thank'Enid Pearsons,who'has been
closely involved in the shaping of this art,icle. She helped to
establish the bibliographical base, central thetes, and stylistia
tone. The contributions of the above-named have been/so sub-'
stantial that we has been selected as the most appropriate means
of representing the authorial voice of this article, in spite of
the self-aggrandizing tone that'it_can convey where a single
name is listed. In the light of these contributions, hoWeve'r, it ,'
is I that- would sound ,self - ,aggrandizing, at least, in' the ears of

the person who benefited so greatly from them.
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It is often argued that standardized' tests of reading are
biased with respect to'minority_students, since the written

materiats-do-not-represent-adequatelyttheir own norms of thought,
language,. and communication. Yetthe fact remains that these
tests do represent a reasonable sampling of the kinds of written
materials that these students encounter in schools as well as in
society at large.

A considerable amount of research'has attempted to characterize
the majI forces that contribute to the, reading problems of urban
minorit students. Researchers such as Stewart and Baratz have 4
tended to-strIss ethnicity as the primary source of these students'
distinctive nirms of language use, while allowing for the, influence
of complexforbes,associated.with social and economic status. On
the other hand!i researchers influenced by Bernstein have emphasized
the primacy Of,social class, at the same time recognizing that
certain ethnic; groups are disproportionately represented in the
lower social` classes. Other researchers, particularly those
influenced by the Marxist interpretation of thinkers like Freire
and Illich,'haVe preferred to isolate "poverty" as the'most sig-
nificant force operating upon ethnic groups in the lower social
classes. In ;act,certain of these researchers have argued that
ethnicity ,is telatively unimportant in comparison to poverty.
Meier speaks, for example, ,

t
t ,

of the large percentage of the poor who never
.

.tecdpie competent.readerS. Given this incontest-
, able fact; it is unfortunate that public foCus.

has entered largely on the gap in scores on
standardized tests that exists between blacks
and Puerto Ricans on one hand and middle class
whits on t4e other. For one thing, it -'ends
to draw attention away from the fact that poor

' , whits have had. a similar history of difficulty,
while middle class blacks an Puerto Ricans do
genqally become' competent aders. (1973:1)

There has been no conclusive research o determine the relative
degree of influence of ethnicity, soc al class, and poverty on the
'reading problEims of urban minority st dents. It is clear, hOwever,

. that the gr46.1. majority of poor readers in our urban schools are
simultaneously members of an ethnic minority, a lower social
class, and ai$oor family.

That t-pobr readers are members ilf these three groups does not,
however, te4 us much about the spedific forces that contribute :
directly to ?their reading problems.i In a recent review of research
on reading,iMacGinitie poihts out hbw a general label lilce poverty

. masks the mere specific force! -that are at work:
1.

t

, .

,
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Recently 'poverty' has replaced 'lower social
class' in some conceptualizations of research.
While- such a label may in other respects be
somewhat more to the ppint,than 'lower social
class,' it relatively meahingless as
a research Variable- -far less informative than
.ts correlatei or-components, such as.nutrition,
time and money spent on travel, spade to study,
and the influence 'of community crime rates on
children's activities. (1976;30)

Bythe same token, other.highly'specifim variables could be
established that are even more directly related to reading: the

availability of written materials in the hdme;' the kinds of
language that these materials embody; a41 the amount" of time
invested in the useof these materials by parents, by children,
and by parents with their Children. Such variables would reflect
more directly the extent to which parents feel that literate
,channels should 'supplement oral ones in the transmission of -
knowledge and values.

Certainly, "ethnicity," "loafer social class," and "yoverty"
are powerful symbols for evoking the complex'set of forces that
shapes the distincave_norms of th ught, langiage,-and:Communi-
cation of -urban minority children, thereby creating dissonance in

r their interaction with, written mate als. Yet:none-of these terms
are of ,particular help in characteri ing the specific sclurce,f4',
language norms-among urban minority tildents. From the pedago0i-
cal point of view, howev;r, it is not crucial which of these
labels is most appropriate for charac,-rizingthese sources;:'
rather it is important, first, that teachers understand the ways
in which these students' language 'norms differ .from ihOse'repre-,
sented in the reading materials in scho s ard, adcondll, ttrat
teachers find' ways of helping students derstand this difference
so that they may 'become good readers.

f

Just as it has been difficult`. to characterize the" ways in
which farces associated withethnidity, social class, and poverty''?
create clistinctive norms of language-Use, so it has been difficult
to characterize the ways in,whidh-these distinctive-nOrMSinter--'
fere with ;eadingl During the'past,two de''ac.es, the complex
relations between these language norms and asading problems have
been the subject Of considerable-aesearch, policy formulation,
and program development within the educational community:
Although many positidns have'been set forth,, all tend to assume
-varying degrees of eithei language deficit or language difference.
Cazden has distinguished these two positions 3n. the follpwing iay:

*4'
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\ Either [urban minority children] have acquied
less language than middle class children or

they have acquired a different l'aigilage. The

"less language"-explanation has been'giildh
.vail_ous namescultural deprivation, leficit
hypothesis, vacuum ideology--all with the same
connotation of a non-verbal child somehow emptier
of language than his more socially fortunate age-

mat s. The qiffere;nt language" explanation_is
for &fully arguedAy William Stewartand Joan
Bar. z .... It states that all children acquire
language but that many children, especially ...
lower class black children, acquire a dialect of

Engli h'so different An _structural features .

that communication in school, both oral and

writt , is seriously impaired by that fact alone.

(1970: 5;36)

A considerab e lite, ature has been generated by the debate

between proponent g these two positions. Although much of this

debate has been u 1,/some of it has blurred basic issues. It

has, at times, be gnducted within a strictly linguistic frame-
_

work not complemen, e by sociolinguistip anepsycholinguistic per-

spectives. In gene a , it has been tied too closely to a discussion

df surface forms of 1. guage rather than to their underlying social ,

and cognitive funct on . It is therefore important that in
reviewing these posi i ns, we adoIolwherever possible, a-Socio-
linguistic or a psyc o inguistic Fint of view. As a consequence

of this orientation, out focus will not be so much on overt con-'

flicts between the t ositions as on the underlying assumptions

ti of each. In the rema n er Pf this article, we will review the
language deficit posi io and then develop a counterpositign. In

a separate articleto o low in this series, we will examine the
languige difference po i ion and suggest a number of modifications.

9

s'

t.
REVIE sF LANGUAGE DEFICIT POSITION

The language defici 'osition has had a much greater impact

On educational policy th n has the language difference position.
It ,hae.voften nerved as a rationale for educational programs on a

national scale. It has bee used, for example, as a justification

. for massive programs sucha DISTAR, Operatidn Headstart, and Project

Followthrough. All thesel) ograms have reflected, in one form or

.another, the same asaumpt on: since urban minority children come to
school with pporly develop -d language skills, they must be prpvided,

early,con, widji language en hment.

7 s 4
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In the educational setting of the late,1960's, the most out-
spoken advocates of the language deficit approach were'Carl,

Terelter-and-Siegfried-Engelmann. They alLeilipted to- relate their

own approach to the extensive body of socioltguistic theory that
Basil Bernstein was evolving, at the time, at the Institute of

,Eduoation-of the University of London. Bern+in's own thinking

was qpite complex, involving sociological and/psychological coM-

ponerits as well as a linguistic one. Furthe Orehis thinking
was in a constant state of change throughout t e 1960's. However,

o a distinction between two codes of communicati n'was, at-all
points, fundamental to his approach. 'And.it w s these two codes,
most commonly referred to as restricted and el rated, that many

researchers, including Bereiter and Engelmann, rew on and often
misapplied.

ThiS misapplication was, to some degree, motivated by
Bernsteiri's own choice of labels, for the contrast between the
words "restricted" and 'elaborated" suggests, at least in' ordinary
speech, that the restricted code is, insome way, intrinsically
inferior.; Bernstein had been careful, however, to emphasize that

each code was a perfectly natural, well-adapted mechanism for
transmitting information appropriate to a particular communicative.

setting. Indeed, the use of an elaborated code in a setting
'marked for a restricted one would be just as inappropriate as,the
use of a restricted code in asetting marked for an elaborated one.

Although Bernstein and his associates characterized compni-
cative settingsin a number of ways, they consistently called

attention to certain dimensions which may be represented 'In the

following set of scales (the firbt three scales measure dimensions
reflected in the social char9tpr of the setting, the second three
dimensions reflected in the character'of the information trans-
mitted in the setting):

1. Degree of formalityin'the >
setting Low High

2. Degree of social hetero-
geneity among the partici- >-
pants Low High

3.- Degree to which the par -
titipants do noKdraw upon
common experience

4. Degree to which the verbal-
ized informtion reflects
more than the participants'
everydayworld of experience

a

< 1>
Low High

.
Low

te.

'High
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r: 5.. Degree to which the verbal-,
iZed information reflects . .<C_ )*
abstract domains Of reference Low High

6. Degree to which the verbal-
ized information reflects
an explicit formulation of
internal dimensions of ex-
perience (4a1ues, beliefs,
attitudes, feelings, etc.)' Low 'High

In_general, the more a'particular communicative sett4.ng reflects
relatively high readings on the above scales, the more elaborated,
the code that its participants use; andthe more it reflects
relatively,ldw-readings, the more restricted the code that its
participants use.

In.addition, Bernstein and his associates characterized,the
lingdistic features of the two codes in _a number Of different,ways,,
but, again., a relatively stable set of features may be isolated:
the elaborated code, reflects a wider range ofIrobabulary (particu-,

,larly,items with abstract doMains of reference); it exhibits
greater syntactic complexity (i.e., .sentences that encode more
extensive bodies of ',information with explicit markers ofcoord.14:
nation and

:4
subordination) 'it makes greater use,-of cohesive ties

between sentences(i.e., lexical and grammatical elememts that fink4
sentences explicitly); it 'depends less on deictically anchored
forms ofaanguage such as this, that, etc. (.1.e.', ,)words whose

meaning is.dependent,upon the immediate point.of iew of the -par-
ticipants in the communicative situation).

Bernstein argued that members of all social classes hai?e
Accessto both codes, but that members of the middle and upper
social classes tend to make greater use of an elaborated code.
In the'first,place, their patterns of socialization contribute to ,

this greater use. E4aborate forms of verbal ineraction are
t encouraged between adults and children: for e4aimple, parents tend

to provide more explicit statements of explanations, reasons, and
values in dealing with their children: Moregyer, members of sthe
middle and upper qasses participate in a mudk wider range of com-

tbw.zeatiopemlicative settingsAn which exact forms of information must be
transmitted (e,g4, arNanging for air travel e. telephone) . As a
'consequence, they bepomeaccustomed to draw g upon W-Code that is,

' in Bernstein's phrase, "more universalistic and'context-independent."

'Bernstein argUed that, by contrast, _th4 lesser social mobility /

of membersof they lo; et classes limits the radge' of communicative
settings in whidh th y can participate. They tend to communicate
more frequently 44.n settings where they share with the other
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participants an extensive body of experience. As a consequence,
they become accustomed to dra%ing upon ,this common experience in
a code,thht is, to use Bernstein's phrase, "moreyarticaaristic
and context-dependent." However, Bernstein, unlike certain
researchers who'ciaimed 'o use his approach, was careful to point
out that just as members of middle and upper classes tend'to'use
a more restricted code in certain settings (e.g., within the
family where a history of shammed experience is drawn upon, 'so
meAtem of lower classes tend to use a more elaborated code in
.certain settings (e.g:, on a job interview wheie there is
virtually no such history). Hence Bernstein viewed the two
codes as possessing distinct but overlapping patterns of distri-
bution in social space.2

,In-taking,over Bernstein's functional distinction between
restricted and elaborated-codes, researchers such as Bereiter
and Engelmann oversimplified it considergbly. First of all, they
assumed that an elaborated code is intrinsically superior to a
restricted one: They did not, like Bernstein, evaluate the codes
according to the communicative setting in which they function.
Secondly, they overlooked the -other aspect of Bernstein's p6sition
that we have just noted, namely, that members of all social
classes have potential access to both codes. Bereiter and
Engelmann, for the most part, applied the distinction between
the two codes categorically: urban minority students, as members
of lower class, make use of a restricted code that contrasts
with 'the elaborated code used by members of middle and upper
classes.

they
supported this claim by citing extensive inter-

views they conducted with preschool black children. 'Bereiteri
for example, Claimed that the language of these children consists
primarily of "gestures," "single words,"'and "a series of bOdly
connected words or phrases."' He condluded that "the language of
culturally deprived children is not merely an-underdeveloped
version of standard English, but is a basically non-logical mode
of expressive behavior" (1966:113)0.

In a language arts curriculum designed by.Bereiter and
Engelmann (1966), the teacher is advised to proceed "as if the
children had no'language.at all." For example, ff the children
respond to thesquestion, Ahere is the book? with the "non-14gica"
form on the table, the teacher is asked to make them replace it
with the "logical" form, The book is on the .table. It wav claimed
that persistent use of such "logical form" in speech would pre/Ate
the child for processing.the "formal properties [of writteh
language] necessary for the organiiation of thought" (1966:113).

Such an extreme language deficit approach has been dis-
credited, "time and again," for its"halvete. This nalvet4 need not

be belabored here but let us briefly review the'major criticisms -

10
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of the language deficit positiontwo sociolingu
and one psycholinguistically based--that have
proponents of the language difference position.
review, we will then develop in much greater ,d
psycholinguistically based criticism--one muc
.toward constructive processes involved in re
which has not been set forth, at least not i
form, by proponents of language difference.

.

uistic Criticisms of the Lan

stically based
en advanced by
Following this

tail a second
more oriented
ing comprehension.
a-highly explicit

Sociolin eficit Position .

,Proceeding from a'sodiolinguistic po nt o view,'7proponewis
of language difference have argued that V e language /deficit
position was based on invalid-criteria ii its evaluation of the
'oral performance of minoriti,"students in the various domains of
their everyday. life. Language deficit researchers have tended to
observglhe'children in artificial settings rather than natural
ones. Within these settings, the children often perceive that
whatever thoy say might work against them and, as a matter of
communicative competence, tend to say as little as possible and '

preferably nothing at all. As Labov has pointed out with refer-
ence to the interviewing conducted by these researchers, . .

thousands of such interviews are used as evidence
of the child's total verbal capacity,.or more
simply his "verbality"; it is argued that this
lack of verbality explains his poor performance .

in school. Operation Headstart and other Intel-
vention programs have largely been based upon the
"deficit theory!!--the notion That such interviews

,give us a measure of-the child's verbal capacity
and that verbal stimulation which "atlas been
missing can be supplied in a pre-school environ-
ment. (1970;158)

Labov's owlresearch showed that the same minority children wh
were 'Inonverbal", in an interview setting,turned out to be highly
verbal when interacting with each other and a trusted minority.
interviewer in informal settings; '

id

The monosyllabic speaker who had nothing tosay
about anything and cannot. remember what he did
yesterday has disappeared. Instead we have tiro
boys who have so muck) to say they'keep inter-
rupting o er ...i" And we inea turn obtain

3141111the volum of speech and the rich array of
'grammatical devices which we need for analyzing

. -

the structure of nonstandard Negro. nglish. (1970)

D.

1j
c
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Secondly, language deficit researchers have not Used pocio-
liNguistically valid criteria.in evaluating the language used by
urban minority children inoral communication. They-have viewed

. the oral language of these children as though it should reflect
formal properties consonant with those Of'written language.
Consider, for example, theirclaim that an'answer such as on the
table is anon- logical responsee to a question subh as Where is
the book? Such a claimclearly denies sociolinguistic 'reality,.
fot the omission of' a linguistid element such as the book is
reflects a pervasive feature of oral communication, namely, :that
a speaAr tends not to repeat in a response information the has
already been established in a question.

Indeed, such ellip sis is one of the most salient means of
realizing the socio-logical form of conversation. the structure
of conversation is a social product rather than the work of a
single individual. It emerges as one person omits some portion
of his or her own language structure, thereby activating an .

apposite portion of the language structure of the interlocutor:
As will be later observed in the psycholinguistic criticisms of
the language deficit position, ellipsis, along with deixis, .is
a fundamental means of signaling'that certain contextual informa:
tior may-be assumed as given. It may thus be viewed as a kind
of social feedback, a listener's way of signaling that certain
information has,,indeed, been received and need not be repeated.
As the original speaker' monitors the listener's elliptical 'signal,
he or she pay, in turn, respond in kind, thereby creating he.'
interlocking patterns of ellipsis that constitute. natural conver-,
sation.

In this sense, the logical base's of everyday-conversation
and formal writing contrast sharply: in the former, it is- t

elaborated socially; in the latter, it is ConstruGled indi-
vidually.-'In the one instance: it is dia-logical and, in the
other, mono-logical. As a consequence of this.contrast,,a certain.
lack of-logic may thus be ascribed to the researchets.rather than
the children; ford, it is they who transferred criteria for evalu-

ating language form from written prise to everyday conversation,
a domain in which these criteria are not at all applicable. It
is as if they were to.describe a hotse's body as deficient_
because itdoes not possess a pair of horns.

Psycholinguistic criticisms of the 'Language.Deficit Position

Let us now turn to the major psycholinguistically ipaspd
criticism of-theaangnage deficit position that proponnts of
language .difference set forth, the one directed at the assump-
tion that nonstandard forms of language reflect deficient

/

12
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. cognition. Bereiter and Engelniann held, for example, that:
sentence such as John don't got none reflects a deficient der-

_ standing of the basic concepts of numberand negation: The lack
of an es- ( /z /) after do, and-the presence of-twoln/-initia ed
markers of negation (n't and none) were taken as indidating a
'deficient understanding-of these concepts.

This form of argument by the,more extreme proponents of

deficitisparticularlyironic,,since certain Of the
IninOrity speech patterns they call attention to can be perceived
as representing,mbre regular linguistic paradigms than the rain-

-- stream patterns. Consider, for example, the purported lack of
number agieement represented by John do. From the strict point
of view of internal consistency in language patterning, it is the
mainstream form John does that is irregular., For the (es in the
third person singular fOrm represents the only instance in English
in which the aerb is marked for number agreement withthe'subject.
Hence its omission in minority speech may be viewed as representing
a more consistent patterning, one which appears in dialects of

'English in other parts of the world.

Equally. naive from a linguistic point of view is'the'argument
that the nonstandard double marker of negation reflects deficient
cognition.' This, argument makes the claim that 'nonstandard John
don't got none is logically equivalent to d-positive predication,
paraphrasable in standard English as John has some. An even
stronger form of this argument,' occasionally-sounded in language
deficit circles, claims that nonstandard speakers, by virtue of
This equivalence, do not manage to express a proper concept of
negation even as they communicate with each other.

,

A number of criticisms have been made of these claims by--
.proponents of language difference. As Labov (1970) points out, if
a nonstandard speaker wishes to use a double Arker'of.negation t8
express the logical equivalence of the standard John'haS some, he
does exactly what the standard speaker does - -he places contrastive/
stress on none:

°

Paraphrase in
standard English

Nonstandard John don't got none.

Standard

.John has some.

,John doesn:ot have none.

40"
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However, hrthe absence oe-contrastive stress on none (used'
only when it has lren already presuppoo44in some way that John,
indeed, has none), the nonstandard sent isifln fact, lOgically
equivalent to .the, standard John doesn't" have any. In effect,
unstressed none in nonstandard English,As equivalent to unstressed
any in standard English. Each contrasts w'th some in the corm-
sponding positiveqpredication. In -its con ast to some, standard.
any, as much as nonstandard none, may be c sidered a marker of
negation. 'Hence.the standard sequence not any, as well as
the nonstandard sequence not ;.. none may be considered,as
'realizing a double marker of nega ion.,

Language difference proponen
of the more extreme claim that,sp
fail to express negation properly
that not only do'they express.ne
other, but to speakerd of standa
absence of stress on none, it is
of standard English 'interpreting

s have made a further criticism
akers of nonstandard English
to each other. It is evident
tion quite clearly to each
English as well. In the
ifficult to imagine speakers
onstandard John don't, got none

as John,has some. For it is clear that speakers of standard
English possess a receptive competence with respect to this
feature of nonstandard English, just as speakers of nonstandard
English postess a receptive competence with respect to many .

features oftstandard English. We are not suggesting, however,
that the receptive competence o standard speakers for non=
standard speech is well developed in all instances. As wes'will

observe in the article to follow, a major problem that urban
minority students face in schools is The failure oftheir teachers
to understand certain basic patterns of their speech.

Having established this brief overview of the major criti-
cisms of the language deficit position by proponents of-language
difference, let us now turn to a second psycholinguistically
based criticism, the one which, as we have already pointed out,
has not hitherto been developed explicitly. We will deal with.
this criticism in much greater detail, for it litovides the con-
ceptualltase for thecounterposition to the language deficit one
that we will .develop in the second part of this article.' In

easence0this criticism is directed atthe langUage defibit
researchers' use of an inadequately conceived theory of reference
in evalUating the language performance of urban minority students.
Many proponents of language deficit, ,whose views are not so.
extreme as those of Bereiter and Engelmann, have claimed that the
communicative code of, these studentwecessarily convex less
meaning because it is more deictically anchored in the immediate
context. They have,claimed that the apparently.greater reliance
Of,urban minority. students on deictit forms such as it, one,
thls,Ahat,'-here,'and'now indicates A general:inability`to I '

formulate and express explicit forms' of meaning. in-Aaking out

4.
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this position, language deficit'proponents have assumed that
deicti forms of languAge, in Cdntrast toexically explicit
forms, convey.less'meaning-becausa they possess less semantic
conte The use of that,- for example, may indicate "greater
distan e" (psychological 'as'well as physical), by virtue ofits
.potent al corktrast with this. And it may convey the notion of
singul: ity by virtue of its potential contrast with the plural
form ose. But-any more detaiA4 meaning for can only be
derive from immodiate.conteit:,' In one context, t 'may rfer'
to.som object such as a buttonlkthe physi&l environment":

,Hey, -that's what I've tbewlooking f6r.

In ano her context,' however, itmay refe2 to a prOposition in the
verbal enVironinentt .

12

J

r
Mypaper is due tomorrow: '1,pat,!s

I get any-,sleep tonight. e, :,,,I_0' 1=',

As a consequence, its meaning is alwaY4onte tLbound and par-
'

ticul istic, limited to the immediate pditai--. X view of the
iertt-Ciants in the speech situation. $0

;,.

. * * '7,

e Language deficit proponents have argued, concomitantly, that
lexicarltly explicit forms of language possess More clearly
delineated semantict content and consequently ay be used to talk
about the world with much greater 'precision. For example, the
lexical item. button, unlike deictic that, may reler,.only,to a -

highly differentiated set of materiiVnjecte in the real world.
The ,lexical,phraselaack button refers'te a'mbre differentiatesli-:'

set, the'expanded lexicalsphrase'biKblack,button to an even more
Olfgrentiated set; and so on It' has thus been.,concluded that

i the person who .uses lexically explicit forms of language is able
t6 render' his experience of the world with. greater clarity pro-:

4iucingimednifig that s context -free and univetsalistic rather
than.context-Ftpund-a

ind

particularistic. It is as if, by Nirtue
of 'greater -440,41 specificity, a peison is liberated from his 'owl
immedja.teIrrspective., .

i., ,
, u.,

Before examining this position in'some detail, let us con-.
siclit two frequently cited examples that shot contrast between
lexically explicit and deictically anchored forms of language:.
across ,social classes. We shall first examine materialdrawn !,-
from research by Hawkins (1969) bn the ways in which visually_
mediated information is represented Verbally by middle-class and 1

rower -class five-year-old Children in London. Withip a school ,t,
setting, members of these two groups were presented with four
pictures which showed, iti turn, some toys playing Withea footbAll

by I won't

4-

4
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next to a house; the football'going through the window; a man
gesturing wildly; and the children running away -while a woman
looks out the window. .Hawkins constructs two versions of the
'stories which he claims are representative of the disparate
styles.af verbal communication of the two groups. The first
version representsthe middle -class.style, the secondthe
lower -class style. ,

1. Three boys are 'playing football and one
'kicks the ball--and it goes through the
window- -the ball breaks the window- -and
the boys are looking at it - -and. a man comes
'out and shouts at them -- because they've--
broken:the window - -so they rat away - -and

then that-lady looks out of.her.window- -and
She telfg.the boys off.

2. Theyire playing football --and'he kicks-it
and it goes throUgh there - -it breaks the
window and they're.looking at it- -and he
comes out and ,shouts at them7-tecause
'they've broken it--so they run away - -and
then she.looks out and °she tells them Off.

'(1969:127)

The/Cc-dale-class version is, for the most part, lexically
explicit; it uses deictic protominals6ply where lexical ante -
,cedents are clearly established (e.g., three boys/they, that
.lady/she). The lower -class versionilowever,',18 much less
lexically explicit. Three boys and that lady are not used at
all; rather they and she are introduced.withouaekical ante-
cedents.

1y

u

The second set of examples is drawn from research by Hess
and Shipman (1966) in the9black community/of Chicago, in, which
they dbscribe variations in mother-child verbal styles oi
action across social class. In the presentation ofitheir data,
they include recorded excerpts of mothers explaining the same
task to their children, one designed "to teach-... hOieta group
or s'art a small number of toys.% Moree,spedific41y, the mothers,
are to teach the children to use-color as the criterion for
sorting the toys. :,fThe'folloWing'pairof excerpts is presented
as representing-the contrasting verbal styles of middle-class
and lower -class mothers.

1. First of all, you're supp6sed to learn hoW
to place;hem according to color. .Can you _.

do that?f The things that .are all the same,
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color you put in one section; in the othersec

1,.,;d;
you put another group!of colors, and in the t 4d' .

, -

'section youput the last group of colors.

2.-_-,All right,
\\x4t,put them right, here; put the

-

other one righttref all rigW7putIthe other
one there. (1966038a _,. ',-:<-,'_ .

.

c

Again, it may be observed that the,ii dle=aass speech is more
lexically explicit,the lowe-class spe ch more deictically
anchored. It is the kind of contrast rep esented"by theselwo
sets of examples that is generallytAken as evidence that.tembers
of the middle and upper-social clisses.tend.ta talk about the
world in a more lexically explicit way. It is argued that they
are thereby liberatedfrom their own immediate point of view, ---,:,,, t)

i expressing more universalistic mode.S of meaning. On the other

I

hand, membeis of the lower social Classes are viewed as talking ,

about the world in a more deictically anchored way. It is argued
.'.that they are thereby limited to their own immediate point of view, :!'v:

expressing, as it were, more particularisM modes of meaning. Ai 1,`

Hess and Shipman put it, in summarizing the findings of theii own .; 1

study, "the meaning of deprivation As a deprivation of meaning" ,

(1966:885).
.

.

.

The position taken the above studies, each frequently cited
in sociolinguistic and psycholingilistic literature, is, on the surface,
a quite,respectable one; yet it is based on an inadequatejcon-
ceptualization of the ways in which information is represented

'Ngrbally in human communication. A full criticism of this con-
ceptualization requires more space than we have available here.
We would like, however, to consider four fund9pental character-
istics of language that have not been adequat4ly dealt -with by the
researchers who hold this position (the firse7two are more con-
cerned with the functions of deictic forms, he second two with the

functions of lexical forms). '

1. 'Language functions as only a single channel in
a multichanneled oral system that represents
information holistically.

1,

2. The form of verbal representation necessarily
changes'-so as to reflect'a continuous
monitoring of the status of thejnfortation
it .represents.

3. The referential functions of lexical' forms as
well as deictic forms are established only 1n an
immediate Context, whether it is mediate
,verbally or*,nonverbaliy.

17
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4: .Lexic41 forms of language may possess con-
trasting referential functions characterized-
as.deictic and nondeictic.

' Let us consider each of-these"Oharacteristics.in turn. The
argument, that deictically anchored language necessarily carries'
less meaning'presupposes that the linguistic channel functions
'aloneapart from the Paralinguistic and nonlinguistic. ones-7
when, in reality, these channels together tome holistic system.
In Order to illustrate this point, let us.consider once again
responses to the question Where's the book ?. A deictically
anchored response like, right here is rarely given without an
accompaul*Irnonlinguistic-one. A hanegesture, for example,

..arkgrit signal the book's location with a degree of exactitude not.4e",
to be found in an act .of communication consisting only of the
lexically explicit form on the table.

_____,2 Alexically explicit response, of course, may be accompanied
__a by a hand gesture as well. But it appears that, in general,

__

-deictically anchored language is accompanied by a,richer array of
nonverbal and paraverbal signals than lexically explicit language;
Upon using deictically anchored language, a speaker tAnds,,as a
matter of communicative instinct, to supply contextual information
by means of nonverbal and paraverbal cues; and the listener; upon
hearing deictibally anchored language; instinctively searches for
these cues. Furthermore, it appears that certain information,
particularly that which is provided by the immediate physical /
nvironment, is represented more efficiently by conjoining

ctically anchored language with nonverbal and paraverbal cues.
Tvi't4.41,mA\ , an understanding of how/deixis links the verbal code to
nonve. al and paraverbal codes/restores to us the core meaning
that the word originally possessed in Greek, namely, "a pointing
toward."N

Let us now turn to ppur second point, namely, that the form ,

of language is continuo sly 'modified in order to signal whethej.
the information that id represents is to be viewed as "old
(i.e., the sender of the information assumes that it is already
present in some form'in the comminicative setting and that the
receiver is in a position to retrieve it) or "new" (i.e., the,
sender of the information assumes that it is not present in the
communicative setting--at least not in a "form thal can be
retrieved by the receiver). This monitoring of the status of
infOrmation would appear to be one of the most ic functions
of language (and, for that matter, of any info- on-processing
system), for all hatural_languages possess a ant resources for
fulfilling it. Although these resource highly varied, they
may,,in general, be considered as'expres ons of either ellipsis

..
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or de is. Some portion of the linguistic signal may be reduced.
to 'zero (i.e., the process of ellipsis) or to a kind of "dummy
ementn(i.a., the process of deixis). Just ad we may omit

the book is in responding with on the table to the question
Where's the book?, so we may say right here rather than othe

henthe table is immediately before the speaker and the
hearer. In eachinstance, areduction in the linguistic signal
is stimulated by contextual information. In the case of on the
table, information is located in the verbal environment; the book"

is is present in the preceding question. But the further reduction
of on the table to right here signal that the speaker is assuming
thathe or she shares with the listener even further information, ;
namely, the sensorially mediated information that the book is,
indeed, on the table Tight before em.

-

In summary, the sender of a message uses the processes of
ellipsis and deixis to reduce the linguistic surface in order to
signal to the receiver that the information being transmitted is,
in some sense, old. Upon receiving an'elliptical or deictic signal
from the sender, the receiver, in turn,'ts required to contextualize
it in order to retrieve information already Present in the communi-
cative enaironment. Inthis snse, ellipsis and deixis'function as

. highly cohesive processes in verbal communication: They force the
receiver to integrate continupusly emerging information with infor-

-..,
matian that has already accumulated;

Ju t as it was earlier claimed that elliptical forms of
languag are highly motivated in certain communicative situations;
so it will now be Claimed that deictic forms are equally highly

' motivated. Indeed, the failure to use some kind of deictic element
to signal the presence of old Information may be just as unnatural
as the failure to omit the book is in responding to the question
Where's the book? Consider, 'for example, the following two
sentences:

My wife got sick. My wife's getting sick is
'why couldn't come to your party.

Given our notions of how sentences fit together, the relation of the
second sentence to the first is highly unnatural, for just the
reason that it fails to exploit the presence of old information.
Deictic that would .naturally occur in place of my wife's getting
sick in the second sentence:

ti

My wife got sick. That's why I couldn't come
to your party.

f

1,9

or

4
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.By the same taken,,deictic forms of lang
nib ivated when they represent information cle
th physical environment. Just as the first
unnatural, so it would be unnatural, in most
to say on the table in response to the questi
book'? -when 'the book is lying in full view on
before the speaker and the hearer.4 In this
,speakeris motivated 'to use some kind of deic
whether 'in isolAon (e:g., right here), or
phrase (e.g.,.right here on the table). In f
such compounding Of deictic and lexical forms
middle-class speech'given earlier. In the mi
of the qtory given by Hawkins, the woman look
is represented as that lady rather-than a lad
point of view of information monitoring, the

children represented her in the same way as t
children who used she. Both groupssignale4
larnguage that the identity of the Woman could
es't4lished, the first grbup using deictic th

' using,deittic she.'
4,

In.presenting the information represente
,however, the middle-class version and the low
differ. The middle-dlaSs version .introducers
as representing new infirmation, the lower-cl
representing old information. This differenc
a Matter of more versus less meaning; it is r
whether or not a speaker decides to use language reflecting

to the information he
is clear that both the

acquired the communicative
deictic forms in-order to
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age are equally
ly accessible in
xample above is
ituations simply
n, Where's the
a table immediately
stance, the

is expression,
part of a lexical
ct, we can observe
in the examples of
dle-class version
ng out the window
. From the strict
iddl

e lo
y th

class

er-class
it choice of

be taken as,
t and the second

by boys and man,
-class version do
ese participants
s version as
is not, however,

her a matter of
the

fact that the listener too has access or
she is representing verbally, Now it
middle .and lower -class speakers had
competence by the age of five to use
signal such access by the listener. Moreover, it is clear that
they all knew that the person listening to their stories had such
access. He wad, after, all, the\perpon wholwde,presenting the'
task of describing the pictures while they talked: In addition,
he was physically present while each child talked and thus was in
a position to observe what was inIthe pictures. The primary
difference in-the two communicative,codes, then, would seem to
Ile in the different ways in which children in the two groups -
constituted the task. The middle-class chialren were apparently
more aware that lexically explicit forms of lanpage.are preferred
for. he kinds of tasks constructed in a school setting. In other
,words, they had more access to school norms of language use, for
one of the major characteristics of the school use of language is
that a teacher seeks to elicit, information that he or she already
had. As the speech pct theorist John Searle is fond of pointing

.

6
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out, many teacher questions are riot real questioils,at all:. From
an illocutioury point Of view, they are merely "exam.questions."
The student knows thatthe teAc :'ialready, knows the answers.
The student, neverthelessaccelthe conditions of the task' and
agrees to offer the answers,himse f or herself.

The description of a'sei of ictures in a school setting
presents a similar situation. Otudent may be expected to treat
the, pi'eturet as if they represe t information that the teacher does*,
not have, even though it-is cle r that the teacher does halve it.
Students not accustomed to this school norm, however,,may instead
exercise the communicative comp tence they use in everyday speech:

would thus use deictic fo s of language to represent infOr-
ma ion.to'which the listener h s clear access. No matter which
strategy they choose, they'do of necessarily' sacrifice any
meaning.

Indeed, the question may raised as to whether, in certain
instances, a lexically explicit formHof language might carry less
meaning. In thesample of sp ech by a middle-class mother taken'
from Hess and Shipman, the language was quite complex, particularly
given the fact that an appropriate use of deixis couldOlavasimpli-
fied it: (Such complexity is quite commonly displayed by a middle- hi

(
class mother when there is an adult audience or when her child's
competence is in some way called. into question.) ' Moreover, the
language, in spite of its complexity,(or perhaps because of it),
did not represent the pel world Situation accurately. For
example, the mother first says, "the.thingitthat are air-the same
color you put in one section," andthen shesays, "then'ip the
'other, section you put Another :group ,of colors." There are three
pieces-of misleading information in her uselof purportedly explich
language (each has'been underlined). First, "the things-that are
all the Same color'is a way of characterizing what goes into each
off the sections, riot merely one section. Her use of "one section"
potentially stimulates a misleading inference, namely, that a ,

separate group of objects, unlike in color, should be placed in
another section.. Secondly, the use of "the other section' in
reference to tthe second section presupposes that there' are only'
two, when, in reality there are three; "another section" would have
been a more accurate way of talkingo although "the second section"
might have fit better with the mother's larger pattern of discourse,
since she uses "the third section " 'in the following sentence.
Thirdly, she speaks of '"another group of-colors" when she intends
to delimit a group'of objects sharing another color. Inother
words, the mere fact that a mother is using lexically explicit .

forms of language with her, child is no guarantee hat she is .

talking about the world in a precise way.

t
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At'may, of course, le argued that such would not
have confused the child. In the first place they wbuld'hSVe been.
accessible only in aohighly refined semantic tnive'rsa, one, no .T

doubt, that the child did not yet possess. Moreover, even if he:

:;1
h had access to these imprecisions,"he could stiil.have managed'
to construct what his mother intended to sSY.:For such impre-
c ions abound in everyday speech, and an' essential aspgct IF

ceptive competence is knowing how to construct what a person
'intends to say, even when a'particUlar choice of words may be'
.misleading. Just as contextual_infarmation'iSactivaied in order
to process deictic elements so it is activated in Order to,
suppress misleading information; and the mother, no doubt, pro-
vided a,great'nuniber of nonverbal and paraverbal cues, that
provided a context for.what she was saying. It might be 6oUnter-
argued, however, that the receptive competence fir such contextual
information is less developed in children than in. adults, for, in
general, children are much more prone to follow misleauting cues
generated by the localized verbal context and therebrto draw
inferences not warranted within the larger context that the
communicative situation provides.

It may also be argued that the middle-claps mother was, at
- least, trying to use language in a Way-that would lead her child
to focus on the purpose of the task. In effect,ishe waS pointing
out the underlying principle on which theAoiting'iwas to.:be based.
But then-it may be counterargued that her explicil verbalning
merely deprived the child of the opportunity t,o,akTive inductively
at what the purpose of the sorting was. Given.o4r.limited knowl- t
edge of how learning-takes place, we/cannot be ertain that it is
not this kind of deprivation that'Hess and Shio, an sheuid have
studied. As Bruner pointsout, members of the gdle class have
been conditioned to believe; by virtue of ttieir mmitment to

-ft±mal schooling, that learning takes place "o of the context
Of action, 1y means that are primarily symbolic', As a conse-
quence, they may develop an excessive reli-ow2101.0e1 mediation
in learning tasks in everyday life, when suClUrroiat: 'is, _in

fact, often quite cumbersome,. A great deal. of Jlearning
takes place in a context in which actions are more l.rtant than
words. Yet middle-class styles of communication rely heavily on,
creating a' context for learning by means of hrghiy-explicittaik,
even when a sufficient, context_could be established by,other
means (e.g., observing a set Of events, or performing a sequence
of actions). With respect to .middle -class speech habits, Labov
has rightly sounded the following note of caution: %e.

Before we impose middle-class verbal style
upon children from other cultural groups, ,.we
should find out how much is merely stylistic

22'
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or even dysf
college, mid
complicate
instructors
their langu
elaborated c
detailed,and
Jensen, 1969

Mere is one last
contrast in verbal st
research,by Hess aria S

mother's styleOs view
.still be argued` that t

anchored language is e
included three. short

occurred in each of th
Rather it contains onl
locatives such as rich
degree to which these
necessary to make furt
in the mother-child in
action should be obse

motional. In high school and
le class students spontaneously
eir syntax to the point that
espair_q getting them to make
e simpler' and clearer .... Is the

de of'Pernsteinreally so "flexible,
subtle" as some psychologists(i,e.
believe? (1970:163-164)

argument to be raised withxespect to the
es reflected in the example drawn from the
ipthan. Algther or not the middle-class .

d as potentially "dysfunctional," it may
e lower-class mother's use of deidtically
cessive. The speech that we have excerpted
htences, and except for the verb t that
three, it contains no lexical f ms.

pronominals such as them and the other one,
here and there.. In, order toivaluate the

eictic forms are functional, it would be
er observations about ghat actually happens
eraction. Ideally, two patterns of inter-

1. what the chil
d.iectically

she asks, the
she intends t

. 2. -what happens
..he_has sorted
from him what!

`earlier use o
quite functio
specification
the child, of
to verbalize

k task was.5

ed:

does in response to his mother's
chored speech; if he does what
presumably he understands what
communicate;

tween the mother and child after
the toys; if she manages to elicit
the purpose of the task'was,-her
deictic forms could be viewed as

al. Forz,this initial lack of
on- her part would have permitted
er performing a series of actions,
or himself what the purpose of the

Within,the domain of pedagogy, deictically ancho edrianguage may
be used effectively by!a teacher in order to prese ve for. the
learner the task of elicit verbalization.. As'we have already
pointed out with respeexpt to the middle-class mother's verbal style,
her child was deprivediof the opportunity of-verbalizing on his
own what the purpose o the task was. The lower-class mother at
least preserved, viitue other deictically'anchored language,
this opportunity for her own child. It,is important to remind
ourselves that we cannot evaluate the degree to which deictic
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forms of language are functional, unless we consider the total
pattern of human communication--actionsas well a..1. words - -of
which they are a part. 4

At:the same times, it is important to recognize that everyday
life-does provide a continuous stream of deictically anchored
language that is dysfunctibnal. In a great number of communi-
cative situations, one person.erroneously assumes that another
has, access to certain infoildation. In effect, a perion often
speaks to another as'if he were speaking to himself. As Vygotsky,
the great Hussian Tsycholinguist, was fond of observing, a person
already knows, in his inner speech, what he is going to say: The
very texture'of human consciousness is to anticipate, at one
moment, what will be present at the next. As aNonsequence, what
a pergon says to himself is continuously represented as if it
worl..already ,known and thereby is necessarily reduced in its
lruliaimental structure:b

In the harried and preoccupied texture of everyday life, a
perSon often assumes, when speaking to others, that they have
access to what is at the center of his or her own consciousness;
and so he or she inadvertently transfers certain reductive pro-.
ceases from inner speech to the social domain where they may not
be at all approprigte. If a child, for example, has frequently
talked to his mother about his efforts to run one hundred meters
in less than fifteen secondg, he may return home from school one
day, after having -told his mother that morning he would 'be
running the one-hundred meters race during gymclass, and
exclaim, "Well, mommy, at last .I've done it." The mother, pre -

occupied with cooking supper, reading to his sister, and helping
his brother with homework, may look up and ask in bewilderment,
"Done what?" The child has assumed that his mottlem shared with
him, by virtue of their parting conversation that morning (and,
Of course, the endless talks that preceded it),.a spired focus
eTh his effprts to run one-hundred meters in fifteen seconds..-
Indeed, the child's use of deictic done-it may have been an
attempt to establish symbolibally the world of perbonal intimacy
that he continuously seeks with.his mother. Forhe may per--;

sistently use these forms as a means of signaling publicly that
he views 'her as haviqg continuous access to what his own personal
concerns are. He badly misjudged,%howeven, just what his
othees state of awareness=wasat the moment of his return.

She was busily caught uf in another world, one in which his-one -
hundred meter race was not particularly Salient.

There is a well - established body of research in social

isychology providing evidence that children are, ,in fact, less

Ole than, adults to take into account their interlocutor's point,.
\
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of view-in verbal.Communicqtion (cf., Glucksberg,-Krauss, & Higgins,
1975, for a thorough review of this research). For example, when
two persons are placed on opposite sides of a solid screen and are
required to communicate about various placeients of an array of
objects which, they each possess, children axe amore prone than
adults to use.deicttpally anchored language inappropriately.

Glucksbeig, Krauss, and Weisberg (1q66) report the following
kind of conversation,

where,presAbol c4ildren-attempt to communicate`
with one another without visual contact:

.LL

Speaker: It's a bird,
Listener: Is this it?
Speaker:,No.

Neither speaker nor listener in this ,case
seemed to display any awareness of an important
characteristic,of their mutual situatiOn-°--they',
-could neither see one another nor see,what they
wexe!ach:talking about. (1975:320),

. .
Proponents ofthe language deficit position have cited certain

'studies within this body of research ('Baldwin,& Garvey, 1970;
Heider,"1971; Krauss & Rotter, 1968) as providing support for their

. own claims.that urban minority children,%.as members of lower social
classes,_are particularly dependent on their,own point of view in
Verbal communication, axe reVerbal inclined to use deictie and'
elliptical forms of language-inappropriately, and are thus proi:e to
communicate "less meaning." However, as Glucksberg, Krauss, .and
Higgins-gaserve-9in their review of this research, there are. just as
many studies that do not show Social class differences as there are 4
those that show them. For example, studies by Brent and Katz, 115671;
Cowan; 19673 Higgins, 1973; Rackstraw and 'Robinson, 1967; and RUthr;._
1966 have not, in, general, shown Social 'class differences. MorOver,
as Glucksberg, Krauss, and Higginscaution'with respect -to any of
these experimental findings,

*Is .
mr,

observea'differences in commupicatf.ion skills ,

associated with group membership'can derive
from a variety of factors that are irrelevant
to the intrinsic abilities of speakers. Among
them are differential. amiliarity With the
stimulu"S materials employed, the reactive'
nature of experimental settings, and so on.==f;
Given the-rudimentary state of our knowledge:
of the components of communication abilities;
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it should be clear that observed differenses
must be interpreted with great caution.

(1975:325)

23

Let 'us tow turn to the last two points in our critique of the
theory of reference stared by proponents of language ,deficit,
those which are conce ed more directly with the referential
functions of leXical ormt. These final criticisms are directed
at a view,of.lexical &ins which was, in general, not consciously-
worked out by p ants of language deficit. It as rather a
view which they merely assumed, indeed necessarilY;assumed, given
the Simplistic way in which they contrasted he referential
functions of deictic and lexical forms. .

.

The first of these two points can be stated. briefly: The
proponents of Anguage deficit tended to'ignore the fact that
lexical.rorms as well as deictic ones are dependent onimmediate
context for establishing meaning. In ignoring this dependence
of lexical form, they were guilty of the ancient error of
nominalisft,,ICcaling meanings in words rather,than the 'situations
in which t ey axe used. The meaning for any linguistic form;
whether,d ictic or lexical,' can be established oply in a specific
context. si , for example,' the word table a' opposed tosthe
word that. ough table may refer potentially to a much more
restricted set of entities than that, its actual referent is
nevertheless determined by the situation in which it is used.
It may, for example, refer.to an entire classgf entities:

Does he know how to make a table?

or to a single one within that entire class:

mt

Sit down at the tabli.

In fact,if table is used in a situation in which it may refer to
more th,t.t.n.iine entity, it alone cannot refer clearly to any one of

'1%urther information must be provided,' whether mediated
v'' rbally (e.g., by saying the table nekt to the far 4a11) or non-
verbally (e.g., by making 4 hand gesture) in order to identify
just which entity is being re ed to.

It is, of course, true th- a lexical' form possesses a more
restricted semantic content an a:deictic form.- But this more...
restricted content does no mean that a lexical form'is neces-
sarily used with any gre er precision. For as we have 'already
suggested with refere,nc= to the middle-class mother's speechira
lexically explicit ver :1 'style often reflects, when itid

evaluated carefully, great deal of imprecision. Such
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imprecision is not'at alltsurp4sing; for it would appear thallthe
more restricted, the semantic content of a,particular word, the 'More
difficUlt it is to use that word in an exacting way:.-

_Ou final criticism of the theory of reference assumed by the
pTdpopents of language deficit-is claSely related to the preceding
one. Not only did they fail' to recognize that lexical forms are
'referentially dependent 6n immediate context; they also failed to
recognize that such. forms may reflect a contrasting set of
functions that depend on whether or not the participants in a
particular act of communication make use of their own immediate

' point of view. Indeed, linguists often describe these contrasting
functions for lexically explicit forms of language with the 'terms
"deictic" and "nondeictic." This more technical use.of°"deictic"
in describing," certain refere ial fundtions for lexically explicit
forms should not be confus h the more general use of "deictic"
that has been reflected in the a cle thus far, namely,, as a term

describing linguistic forms such as that. At.-the same time it is

important to recognize that the word deictic does.signify, in each
of these uses, that participants are dependent upon their own
immediate paintjor view fn verbal communication.

. In order to illustrate this distinction between deiCtic and
nondeictic functions for lexical forMs, let us borrow from Charles
Fillmore an analogy based on contrasting modes of representing the
human .figure:

Considet the difference between a sculptured
representation of ahuman figure, set up in
the - middle of a courtyard, and a photograph

of a hurhan figure. The sculpture does not
represdnt any particular observer's point-
of-view, but the photograph does. The photo-

.
grap doe's because the camera had to be
trogfIdned at'a particular place in front of,
or to the side of, above or below or on the
same level as the model. (1975;16)

The sculptural representation may be viRwed as nondeictic, the
photographic representation as deictiC.(

--Fillmore goes op to point out that aaexical form such'as left

can have both non-deictic and deictic
functions in a sentence like "My sister
stood at the general's left side," we have
an example of the non-deictic use of the
word "left" .... Knowing what it means to

Orr
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stand at the general's left side requires
knowing something about how a general's body
is designedt it requires no special ,under-
standing at all about where the speaker is
when he talks about it .... The'situation
is quite different. for a sentence like "What's
that shiny object over them, just to 'the. left
of the cypress ;tree?" In' this second case,

the location in space of the participants in
.the conversation is absolutely essential to an
understanding of the question. (1975:16)

'In certain.ins,tances,' however,, the lexical item left is used in a
spatial construct that may be processed either deictically or
nondeictically. ConSider, for example, the sentence My sister is
to the left of the general, one in which the spatial construct
contains no 's- marking. The Apatial construct may -be processed

nondeictically; that is to say, its referential function may be .

determined by a left-right axis not dependent on the participants'
the left-right axis in the general's body, the entity

designated as the reference point in the spatial field):

,
. or it may be processed deictically; that is-to say, its referen-

tial function may be d termined by the participants' own left-
right axis (i.e.the articipants construct a spatial field in
which the entity unc ioning as a reference point, the general's
body, is viewed a r ecting a/left-right axis-parallelto
their oviA).8
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Other lexically explicit spatial constructs reflect thig same.
potential for deictic and nondeictic functions.- Consider; for
example, a spatial construct such as in front of the telephone.
Such a construct may function nondeictically; that is to say, /
with its referential function determined by a front -back axis
independent of the participipts' own front-ba7ck axis (i.e., the .

intrinsically marked front-back axis of the telephone itself):

V

Is-that your pen in front of,,the.telephone?

_ .

a
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or it may function deictically; that is-to,say,,with its referen-
tial function determined by the participants' own front7back axis
(i.e., the participants construct a spatial field in which the
entity functioning as reference point,_the telephone, is viewed
as reflecting a front -back axis opposed to their own).9

fl

4

0

Is that your pen in front ofthe telephone?
r

This potential contrast between deictic and nondeictic
functions for lexically explicit forms oPlanguage is widespread
in all natural languages, particularly, in 'spatial and temporal
constructs (Bennett, 1976). Consider, for example, the temporal
construct in an hour or so in the sentence I'll finish the. work
in an hour or so.- It may be processed as measuring a durational
field not initiated in the MDW, the speaker's locus in time
i.e., as representing a certain length of time that may begin
at any point). Such nondeictic processing of the construct
responds, as it were, to the question how long? On the other
hand, the temporal construct in an hour or so may be processed
as measuring-a durational field' extending from the point in.time

,';at which the participants are located (i.e., as representing a
temporal field initiated in the now of the speech-situation).
'Such deictic probessing of the construct responds, as it were,
-to'the question when?

. .

r.. Research has recently been conducted to determine the degree
to which minority and mainstieam students in metropolitan New

. York aScrite deictic functions to certain lexically explicit
forms of language _(Hill, Donnell, PearsOns, & Aronowitz, in

1
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preparation). Both groups of students were given tasks in whiCh

linguistic constructs were sublect to deictic or nondeictic

Interpretations. The findings this research cannot be r ported

In any detail here. In general, however, they are much like the
findings of the research on Ise of immediate point of view,in
verbal communication reviewed by Glucksberg, Krauss, and Higgins'

There Appear to be no major differences in the degree to which
members of the two, groups respond with deictically anchors 4mr
interpretations'(Le., those based on their 'wn,immediate oint of

view). Indeed, the differences that did emerge suggest t fat it

may well be the mainstream students, not the minority one , who

are, more inclined to deictic interpretations, at least on Certain

tasks, of lexically explicit forms of language involving patial

and temporal relations.

Even if further research were to establish that ma stream

students do tend to make greater e of their own immed4te point

of view in processing certain lex cal forms, this finding would

not, of course, indicate that the are thereby'communioting "less

meaning"0(the degree .of meaning the communicate dependS' upon the

degree. to which their interlocutors ha, ess to their code).

Nor would it mean that these students make greater use of their qwfi

immediate point of view in other uses of language. As Ouspensky--
has pointed out in his classic studies on language use and point of

view, there are so many different ways in which a participant in an

act of verbal communication reflects his or her own immediate point

of view (particularly as it manifests affective states) and since

these manifold ways are, at present, so poorly understood, there is

almost no reliable research on the waysin which immediate point1:1f

view is reflected in language use.,

By the same token, if further research esAbli ban

inority students do tend to make'greater use or-deict

as that, this finding could not be.used to support the c,

the proponents of language deficit that these students are- mo

dependent on theirbwn immediate point of view in verbal communi-

cation" and thereby communicate less precise forms of mining. To

make these claims, it would be necessary to show that theSe

students made greater use of fideictiC forms in cOmmunicati*
settings where the listener(s) did not have access to appropriate

information for,interpreting,these forms. Once again; it would be

more just to ascribe A certain lack of precision to the researchei-g:

rather than the Students; forfit is they'Who have failed to under:

stand the complex ways in w4Ch referential functions are established
-f6r deictic forms in v 109.4oMmunication.'

Finally,. it should be pointed out that, even if further

research were to indicate that urbgn minority students do tend to
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make greater usefof deictic forms in communicative settings where
they are, in fact, zpt Warranted, educational programs such as
those'prescribed byBereiter and Ihgelmann would still,not be
appropriate 'for these students. As we have already iiointed out,
these programs force children to adopt a highly artificial kind
of verbal/communication, one in which they must attempt to avoid
deictic and elliptical forms of language altogether. Spch
communication forces these ohi3dren to ignore one of the most -
balient functions of language/ the Continuousimonitoring of the
status of information in the communicative -- setting. If.th

formation that language expresses is "new," then the proc sses
of ellipsis and dei5cis can be dysfunctional; as a `consequenc ,

they may legitimately be avoided. , But if the information is\':old"

then any avoidance of these processes, as we have already shown,
may itself be dysfunctional. Indeed, learning how to make
appropriate use of deictic and elliptical forms may be conside ed
just as fundamental the development of communicative compe-
tence in Children as learning how to make appropriate use of \

lexically explicit forms. For as children develop communicative\
competence, they learn not only to proyide listeners with what
they need to know, but also to avoid giving them more than they
red to know.

Certainly it is pedagogically desirable -to make children
aware of inappropriate uses of dbixis ofelliPsi&in'their verbal
communication. Moreover, commupicationgames that teach children:
the skills required in adopting the otheesmint of view can be
of Considerable value in an educational setting (e.g., games in
which a solid screen is placed between the intkrlocuors as in
the,. experiments described above) *N But using sukh games as part

o-a larger program is vasi.edifferent from an :4ducational
grogram that forces chil4rbn, as a matter of prirtiple, to avoid
deictic" and ellipticalPforMs of language in circumstances- where
they are, in fact, warranted.'. It i64 as if these programs fO'rce
children, when they speak,,to pretend that a solidlscreen is' ;

always presenl, between themselves and their listeners. In

effect, the children are required to play a game pi the absence
of appropriate props. .Moreover, they are requirpd to play this

' game over and over, even though it breaks the' files of the Cori-.

versational games they play in everyday life.
I

N
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Summary

Before attempting to-develop a counterposition to the
e'language deficit one, let us briefly pause andkeView what our
major critiisms'of this position have been We first pursued

,,,,,
,,,

,, ,
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two lines of sociolinguistic criticism, already established by
`language difference proponents:

1. proponents of the language deficit/position
haVe used invalid criteria in evaluating the
oral performance'of urban minority,students in
school sett 1,:s (i.e. ,''they have applied norms

of. written dis ,urse in judging as deficient .\

these students° p tterns of oral response);

2. they have failed to i vestigate the actual
repertoire of verbalsk is that urban minority
students exercise in eve .ay communication.

We then followed two lines of psycholi :uistic criticism, the
first one, like the previous two, airead < established by language
difference proponents. However, the second\1ine,_whiCh we pursued
in much greater depth, has not been developed\kn any detail in
previous criticism-. We. argued that, in general,',\

1. proponents of the language deficit position,
have *assumed that nonstandard forms of
language reflect deficient forms of cognition;

2.i-they have also assumed an inadequate theory of
reference in evaluating the language of urban
minority students. More specifically, they
have not taken sufficient account of the
following properties of language in this
evaluation:

a. oral language functions as only a
single channel in a katichanneled

,,System. that represents information
holistically;'

b. the form of language necessarily
changes so ass to reflect a con-

tinuous- monitoring of the status
of information it represents;

c. the referential functions of lexical"
as wellas'deictic forms of-language
are established only in an immediate
context;,,

d. lexical forrilof language may be con-
sidered as possessing deietic and
nondeictic functions.

33 ".
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COUNTER POSITION TO THE LANGUAGE DEFICIT,POSITION

. )

,Having ended our critique of the language deficit position
with a rather detailed analysis of certain misunderstandings of
deictic proesses in verbal communication, let'us now attempt to
broaden our understanding of these processes so that we might

, develop a different perspective on Pertain dimensions of reading,
problems among Urban minority students. We believe that a wide,

'range of processes that may be viewed as deictic could provide,
if they were properly understood, substantial insight lnto .

certain reading prOblems of'urban minority students. We shall

consider these deictic processes along two lines, one new line
of departure and .the other briefly touched upon.at an earlier'
point. The new line.ls one which we may call'cultural deixis,
the already established line is one'which, following Fillmore,
we may call discourse deixis.

Cultural Deixis

Let us establish what we mean by cultural deixis by
returning, for a moment, to a criticism that we made earlier of
the proponents bf language deficit, the one directed at their
failure to recognize that lexical forms as well aS:deictit forms
function referentially only, in an immediate context. At that
'point,' we defined context along two dimensions of external
reality, the physical environment and the verbal environment.
But context also includes internal dimensions of reality, all
the knowledge, beliefs, attitudes, values,,and expectations that.
make up the cultural identity of the participants in an act of
communication; and this cultural identity functions as a context
that.determines meaning just as much as the physical or verbal

environment does. .

Although the cultural context impinges in powerful ways ,
upon a particular act of verbal communication,, it is difficult--
to specify just what these ways-axe. In gefieral, the partici-

pants°,1ocation in "cultural space" cannot be identified in the
same way that their lopation in physical space can. fn the first

cultural space is so much :more fluid and various than
phiApal space. Moreover, it is interior and thus not directly-

' observable. Yet the.cultural space the Rarticipants occupy pro-
vides, just as the physical space Vieylupy, highly particu-
larized points of view whichiare neCessaitly eho d in language.

4"--*
Within a multicultural'society,:thVe are p:licular -reasons

why these cultural' points of view are sadif',,,4...,,to establish

for an act of verbal communication. In the firs ?lace, the same

34
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surface fOrms of language can mediate more than one cultural point

of view; that is to say, within a multicultural society, members .

of various groups may use the same words to express different t

meanings. Indeed, when two persons belonging to different

cultures talk. to each other, they often resemble the two childreh .,

whose talk to each other across a solid screen was reported in an

earlier part of this review. Just as the first child anchored 0

s speech in a spatiaI'point of view to which the-second had no

cess;,so one person may speak from a culturl point of view to,

hich a second has no access. And that second person, Much like

he second child, may nevertheless interpret what has been said

raT his own vantage point, assuming that he has understood what,

the first person intended to say. Thus lack of communication
("and, even worse,. a concomitant lack of awareness that there has N"---.

.
been.a lack of communication), so clearly apparent across a
barrier in physical space, results from a barrier in cultural . o

space as well. t
,

.

.

The second reason that cultural imints of view are so diffi-,

cult to establish in verbal communication is t

an

they activate

highly subtle distinctions in meaning, many lo ated in the ,e,

affective domain, which are extremely difficul to specify= in any

satisfying way. Not only do we lack an `adequate ae.t of method-

Ological tools for eliciting, these distinctions, we-also lack an ,,,,,:,.,

adequate theory of meaning"fOraeiCribing them'. we'do, however,

Possess some methods, limited as they might be, of establishing
..,,

Culturally variant frames of reference for language use, In order
v- to obtain results that may be comparable, many of these methods

necessarily deal with linguistic constructsih isolat on. For

example, word: association techniques have been used b a number

of researchers in order to elicit cult ally variant rames of_- ...

reference "(Belcher & Campbell, 1968; Daliie, ano, Siojo, &

Haynes, 1974; Entwisle,-1966a, 1966b, 1966c, 1968a, 8b;

Entwisle, Forsyth, & Muuss, 1964; Entwifsle & Greenberger,

-Hall'& Freedle, 1975). '

The research of Entwisle and her associates has been par,

ticularly s_ignificant in revealing these fraMes of reference for

individual words. For their research suggeetithat not only do

these frames of reference differ significantly for black and white

children in a particular .urban setting, but that thedrimes of

reference used by the white children in this setting re much,

closer to those used by white'qildren- in a suburban setting.

In effect, their research isolates the powerful forces o
"ethnicity" at work,in the cult4rally variant frameskoT refer.-

ence for individual words.
,
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Asimilar pattern of cultural variation alonkethIlic lines
was established in the research mentioned earlier Onatial and' 0

temporal deixis (Hill, Donnell, Pearsons, &'Axonowiti;An pre
paration). This resgarch included an additional component in
which the locative cnstruct in front of was used in reference
to objects'that possess no intrinsically marked "front." For
example, the construct was presented in a context such as the . ,

following:

o

Which stick is, in front of the rock ?..

Since a physical object such as a rock is not conceived
posbessing an intrinsically marked frbnt, the referential fun tion
of 'the spatial construct is necessarily established deictic y;

that is to say, with respect to the front-back axis,of one, b the

participants in the speec situation. .As we have already o served,
this deictic function may be established in:contragting wa A

spatial nerd may be condructed in which the- rock is view as

oriented toward the partic pants (this' strategy may be des' ribed
as participant- oriented): .,.

36
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or a spatial field may be constructed in which the rock is viewed

as aligned with the participants (this strategy may be described

as parti*.pant-aligned) :

Previous research'has inAicated that the distribution of

these strategies for processing spatial relations contrasts across
cultural boundaries. In static domains of experience, for
example, speakers of standard English .(and other standard forms) of

Western Puropean languages) Ordinarily use a patticipant-priented
-strategy, whereas speakers of standard Hausa (and other standard

forms_of West African languages) ordinarily use a participant-

aligned strategy (Harris & Strommen, 1972; Hill,_1974, 1975a,

.1975b, 1976; Kuezaj & Maratzos,_1974). The research among

3,7
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students in metropolitan New York suggests that students whose
ethnocultural heritage lies in West Africa reflect a stron5er
tendency than mainstream students to use a participant-aligned
strategy on tasks like the above one .1° Moreover, on a task
where feature were embedded in the spatial field so that -a
participant-aligned strategy might be. stimulated, the black
students in metropolitan New York were more responsive to them.
Consider, for example, the following task:

Which arrow -is in front of the rock?

The presence of the arrows and-taTget stimu ates the con-
struction of ajield in which thetrock is v ewedas aligned
with the participants. In this instance, th minvity and
mainstream students made much greater use o .the participant-
aligned strategy, but theiminbrity 'students made even greater
use. .4

The research methods briefly,outlined bove for eliciting
culturally variant frames of reference in 1 guage use need much
_further development. In general, these met ds reflect the'same
limitations that most standardized -tests dot They limit sharply
the respondents' freedom of choice so that. their responses might
be compared with some degree of reliability. As a consequence,
these methods dO.not, in general, allow a sufficiently extensive
'Context to be,,established for the words and phrii4es whoge
referential fiinctions they are designed7tb,measure., In the

4;absence of ari extended context grounded in natural patterns of
language use, it is difficult to assess what kindeof context
an individudl might be required to construct,in order to make

-4.almeaningful-resi4Onse to a particular task. Nevertheless, the
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methods used In the kinds" of research described aboVe,do represent

a mush needed movement toward understanding cultural differences

in languqge use with. respect -Co semantic functiOns rather than to

surface forms.
. .

s- .

This same concern for semantic function has been reflected

/ in the efforts of certain researchers to evalUate the days in /

, which culturally variant frames affect urban minority students'
responses on standardized tests of language skills (Breland et al.,

1974; Cicourele 1974; Flaugher, 1970; Jennings & Jennings, 1974; 1 -.

MacKay, 1974; Meier, 1973; Nix & Scpwarz, in press; Sullivan, 1974;
Williams, 1971). We do not-have sufficient space to review the

\.

work of these researchers in any depth, but let us consider briefly i

a pair of standardized test items that illugtrate some of the ways
in which these culturally variant frames may determine individual

respdhses. We shall first consider an item from a reading achieve-
ment test for students at a third gradleme1: This item is

identified by Meier (1973), along I.o.tn a number of others, as
providing particular difficulty'for urban minority children: `Z.1*

below the blackboard
before the blackboard'
beside the blackboard
behind the7:blackboard

V
This item is of'particular interest in the light of the

research described above on culturally variant frames for locative_
predication, since the target response before the blackboard,..
requires that verbal and pictorial stimuli be combined in charac-
terizing the spatial relation between two entities, a girl and a
blackboard, from a particular point of view: Before we consider
certain reasons why this item may be particularly difficult for
urban minority children, let us first observe, from the general
point of view of language development, that it is difficult for
children of the age for which it was designed, no matter what
their cultural background may be; and even apart from any develop-.

mental considerations, the item presents certain linguistic
;
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complications, to be described below, that make it difficult for

ah adulttO respond appropriately.
o

If the target response before the blackboard Is selected

. for 4ppropriate reatit, a complex set of cognitive operations' .

is necessarily.invol. In the first place, the point of view
from which the girl and the blackboard are represented pictorially
,must be established as the one to be used in describing verbally
their spatial, relation to each other. In addition; the side of
the blackboard on which the girl is writing must be established,
by virtue of its characteriStic.functions, as oriented toward
the girl (i.e., the side of the blackboard on which she is
writing must4le viewed as the "intrinsicallY:marked" front).
These two operations would lead to choosing a response such as
"in front of the blackboard," Which,accordinCto Meier, any

children insisted was the most appropriate one for the piotull4
Since in front of the blackboard, however, is not included as
one of the possible responses, before, a term whose field of
reference is primarily temporal, must be established as paralle
to.the spatAl phrase in front of in,lrepresenting the relation
between the girl and the blackboard.

/ \
1

.

./

There are two major.ways in which before can be,uded to
-

represent a spatial ,relation, one much more freqvnt in everyday

communication than e other. The more common use Of before in

a locative construc they be illustrated by the following example:

Lock: Isn't that Sarah before Gardenia in the

Ilunchline?
a,

In this instance, both Gardenia, the locating entity (i.e., repre-'
sented by the nominal following before) and Sarah, he entity to
be located (i.e., representedby the nominal preceding before) are
aligned-toward some further point in space,'the place where their
lunch will be served. ,Furthermorp, their particular alignment,
consonant with a much larger-pattern of alignment formed by the
other people in the lunchline, suggestS movement toward the place
where the food is located. This movement, in turn, suggests -a
temporal frame, one in which Sairah, by virtue' of her more forward
position in the line, *ill-arrive at the place-where the fOodki.s
before Gardenia does.'

Nol4his particular use Of Wore, quite common in everyday
speech, is obviouslj not describing the situation represented by
tre picture_in the test Item. In the first place, the girl and
tile blackboard are not aligned in the same direction; rather,
they areoriented toward each other. Moreover, since the black-
board istvlewed as a static object, no pattern of allied motion
toward a further point in space can be suggested.
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There is, however, a second use of before,to represent a
spatial relation, which is seemingly much more restricted to
literate "forms of discourse thanthe use we have just considered.
This !tore literate use of before in a locative construct may be

.'illustrated by the well -known verse: .

Wasn't that a dainty dish to set before the king?

ciThis use of before in a locative construct appears to depend upot
the locating entity possessing some capacity for interacting with

the entity to be located. In the abdve example, 'the king obviously

..xessesses a-capacity for consuming the dainty dish. This use of

. befofe in a locative construct would appear then to depend upon an
"animate" entity, one capable of initiating some form of inter-
action, functioning as,the locating point, a condition not
'reflected in the staridardized test item under! consideration. There

are, however, uses of before in which a.nonanimate entity func-
tioning as the'locating point is conceived as interacting with an
animate entity functioning as the point to be located, as ilius-

trated Isy the following example:

-I stood before the mirror in amazement; my nose
operation had really worked!

,'In*this example, the mirror is conceived as interacting with the
*---"I," even thOugh the mirror ie: in the strict sense, not animate.

In the same sense, a blackboard, even--though it .is a nonanimate
entity, might/be conceived, in certain instances, as interacting
with aperson., Consider, for example, a sentence such as the
following:

I stood before the blackboard for five minutes,
but I just couldn °t solve the problem.

In this instance, the blackboard; Much as*themirror in the
previous example, can be more easily conceived as interacting with
the person who is "before" it, since 'it functions 'as the medium
transmitting the difficult problem that the person is 'attempting

to solve.

In the picture used in the test item, however, there are no
cues to indicate that the girl is experiencing any particular
difficulty with the arithmetic problemS. She has apparently
solved two correctly and is busily working on a third. If these

cues call for any particular locative construct, it would appear .

to be a semantically neutral_one, c "The girl is working

at the blackboard." Yet such a -choi,ce is not available, so before

the blackboard remains the best among th possible choices, even
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though the picture does not Provide sufficient, cues for the par-
ticular kind ofcontext in which the use of before would be
semantically motivated.

I

39

Nowthere are, at least, two possible, reasons for the par- .

ticular difficulties that the urban minOrity,ehildren experienced
in selecting the target response before the blackboard for this
item. In the first place, since the second use of-before that we
described appeara,tete highly marked for literate forms of dis- .

course, urban minority children, by virtue of their particular
cultural' experience of langtage, would appear to have. less access
to this use. -

Moreover, as we have already obsed, urban minority
children tend to experience-a particular form .of cultural dis-
sonance in using'locative constructs that identify spatial
relations along a frontal axis. Since the use of the temporal
term' before to identify spatial relations along this axis only
increases'such:dissonance, they may have been particularly
motivated to avoid the use of the frontal axis altogether in
responding to the item. Hence they would opt for a response
such as beside the blackboard.

ti

These students could have used two different strategies in
selecting this response. First, they could have shiftdd the point
of view away from the center of the classroom to a point where the
girl could be viewed as located al:mg:the sagittal axis of the
blackboard.11 Or they could have used beside, not as a marked term
for identifying spatial relations along a sagittal axis, but
rather as an unmarked tern for Identifying any spatial relation
between two entities, whether that relation is located along'a
sagittal axis, a fTointal axis, or some combination of the two.
'Certainly the term beside is, at times, used in everyday conver-
sation in this more general way. And it is often diffi .cult for
these students, many of whom are inexperienced at test- taking, to
be sufficiently aware that test-makers may draw upon such everyday
norms of language use (which they presumably consider as somehow
less precise) in constructing the choices that will function as
"distractors" on *a multiple .choice_item,':_

The second example that we have selected for illustrating
the ways in which culturally variant frames affect urkrin minority
students' responses to standardized test items is more repre-,,
sehtative of the typical conditions under which reading takes
place: for all the inforftation is transmitted by means of verbal
symbols rather than by a combination of verbal and pictorial .*

symbols. This example.is drawn from recent research by Nix ,and
Schwarz (in press) in which they administered standardized reading
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- comprehension items to urban minority students at the high school
level and then interviewed these students in an effort to under-
stand what strategies were used in responding to the individual
items. They report culturally variant strategies on a number of

--items, one of *hich is the following:

That summer we bought electric fans, drank
gallons of ice water, and spent most of our
time by the river, but nothing worked. We

simply had to resign ourselves to being

A. riot. B. tired C. poor D. sick

The target respbnse "hot" requires that a reader process all three
activities represented in the fArst sentence--buying electric fans,
drinking gallons of ice water, and spending time by the river--as,'
simply efforts to escape heat. But certain Urban minority students'

processed these activities as representing the restricted choices
available to poor people for escaping from the heat, as opposed to'
the choices available to rich people--buying air-conditioners,
drinking soda, and spending time by the swimming pool. These

students, acutely aware of their own poverty, selected -boor rather
than hot'as the word that represents most aptly the situation to
which the persons, -represented by the we in the-passage, had to
resign themselves.

4.

Now it canbe argued that the students made a response which

was, to use the idiom of proponents- o nguagd deficit, "personalistic

and.cultui-e-bound." But then it can be counterargued.that certain

features in the particular passage legitimately motivate a Personalistic

itand culture-bound interpretation. In the first place, the use of deic-

c we, our, ourselves, without any identification of their intended

ferent, signals that the passage represents a kind of direct speech

its which the speaker assumes that the listener(s) know to whom these

deictic forms refer. But it is not only the personae of the passage

that are represented* deictically but its temporal and spatial Worlds

as well. For example, the passage opens with "that summer;" signaling

that the speaker assumes the listener(s) know which summer he is re- '

ferring to; and "river" is represented as the rider rather than a river,

signaling that the speaker assumes the listener(s) know which river he

is referring to.

If urban minority students, in processing these deictic cues,

view the passage as representihg a kind of direct speech in which

the speaker assumes that he and his"listener(s) possess a great

deal of shared knowledge; they may then respond to these cues

casting themselves-in the role of listener. In taking up this

role, they may legitimatelyi,assume that the speaker is using a we

i °
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with an "inclupive" referent rather than an "exclusive" one (i.e.,
the we includes kather.than excludes the listener(s) in its field
of refelnce).12-Then having established the we as referring to
themselves in the role oflistener(s), they may then draw upon
their own experience in interpreting. the passage. Indeed, in the

light of the foregoing analysis, it would seem that the selection
of poor rather than hot represents &highly' ative,Way of
reading :the passage. Not only are the deictic cue in the passage
processed with great sensitivity, but also the lexi items'
electric fans, ice water and river. -.These words are ewed not

as an arbitrarily selected group of words, but.as a sem tiCally
unified `series symbolizing'the conditions of poverty tha make it
difficult for memberssoof urban minority communities to escape
from the heat. In effect, these wordsoiare processed as repre-
senting the restricted ch6ices availabIetto;poor people for
escaping from the heat as opposed to:the choices available to
rich people --buyingiair-conditioners'instead of fans, drinking
cold beer or soda instead of ice water, and spending time by the
swimming pool instead of the river. 'This, powerful way of reading
the text, - would appear to depend, in large measure, upon having
personally experienced such conditipAs of poverty. It is for

this reason that urbanininority students apparently have so much
more access to this interpretation than mainstream students do.13
As already pointed out in theearlier critique of the proponents
of language deficit, lexical forms as well as deictic forms
obtain their meaning from the immediate context in'which they are
used; and as has been suggested at some length in this section,
the cultural identity of the participants in.a particular act of
verbal communication ma provide a substantial proportion of that.
context.

; 4

The research just described offers one distinct. advantage
over the research based on word-association techniques in
approaching the reading problems Of'urban minority students.
In word-association research; culturally variant patterns of
meaning are established for'lexical forms in isolation. In

research based on actual passages, culturally variant patterns.
of meaning are established for lexical forms as they function
within an extended body of propositions.` -In effect, culturally
variant patterns,of meaning are elicited by a specific orerbal
context for lexical forms.such as electric fans, ice water, and
river, words which, when presenfed in isolation,- might reflect a
relatively stable semantic content for members with different
cultural backgrounds. In effect, this research focuses on
culturally variant patterns of meaning that emerge in the actual
reading of a.text.

5,
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Discourse DeiXis

It is at this point that we can direct our full attention
to discourse deixis, the second line of deixis to be considered
in developing a perspective on certain readineproblems of urban
minority students. There are, howevei.,.two general pRints that
need to be established before we can consider discourse deixis
in any-detail. First of all, in directing our attention to dis-
course deixis, we will still be concerned, in the larger sense,

with culturalAllixis. FOr we will consider how certain processes
of%liscourse deixis engender culturally variant frames of refer-
ence, which, in turn, engehder certain reading problems for urban

minority students. Secondly, in our consideration 'of discourse
deixis we will not be concerned with only deictic forms (such
as we, our, that, and the in the passage considered above) which
presuppose that certain information may be viewed as already

established. .We will rather be concerned with the ways in which
all linguistic resources, whether deictic or-lexical in form,
continuously presuppose that certain information is already
available. Just as we earlier posited that lexically explicit
forms possess referential functions that are deictically anchored
in the participants' immediate point of view, so we would now
like to posit that the referential functions of such forms are
aeictically anchored within the verbal contextas well. As

;Halliday and Hasan put it,

without our being aware of it, each occurrence
of a lexical item carries with'it [a]

textual history, a partiOular environment
that has bee built up in the course of the

4 creation of th text. (1976:287)

Consiaer, To r exam ple, the ses of the lexical item deixis (and
its,adjectival form deictic)wivlin the present text. -An in-
creasingly complex "textual history" has been gradually built up
for this lexical form. When the,word deixis was first introduced,
it was immediately defined with reference-to linguistic forms
such as this and that whose referential functions are radically
dependent upop their users' immediate point of view. Then deixis
and ellipsis Were linked together as representing the befunda-
mental processes of reduction, by means\,of which a language user
signals that he views his interlocutor(s).as liaving access to
certain information. Next the word deixik was.used in describing
certain referential functions of lexically explicit forms which
are dependent on the immediate point of vie -of participants in

a speech situation. These functions were th illustrated in

the domains of space and time'. And then final y the domains of °

culture and discourse have been introduced; and deixis is now

45
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being used to describe the ways in which the referential
functions oflinguistic resourcesare anchored, more generally4
in culture andy-Mere specifically, in the immediate.discourse in

which they occur. In effect, the word deix.ls has been used in

the present discourse to refer to language 'Toms, to the refer-
Watial functions they signal, and tolthe psychological processes
that underlie these linguistic formSandfunctions.

Having established these more general points, let us draw
upon a broader conceptualization of discourse deixis provided by

Fillmore. In his' Santa Cruz Lectures' on Deixis,--he defines dis-

course deixis as referring to the relations of a "particular

utterance to the matrix of linguistic material within which ...
it has a role, that is,.the preceding and following parts of the
discourse" (1975:40). The use of the word utterance necessarily
limits the applicability of this definition to oral discourse,
but by replacing utterance with a word suet) as proposition, we
may establish a definition for discourse deixis that would be

lapplicable to writing as well as to speech.

Yet it is precisely in the deictic relations of of indi-

vidual proposition to that-written dis-

course can .be distinguishe most sharply from orardiscourie.
Within written discourse, the information necessary for under-
standing an individUal proposition is, in general, prtvided to
a much greater degree by theverbalacontext than it is within

oral discourse. Or, to put it the other-way, within oral dis-

course -the information necessary for undeittanding an individu§l

proposition is provided, to- a much ereaterdegree, by the non-

verbal dimensions of what anthroaogistS and linguists have

traditionally called thecontext of situation (cf. Firth, 1934-51;
Halliday, 1973, 1974; Hymes, 1962, 1971,,1972, 1974a, 1974b;
Valinowski, 1923).

From the point of view of information theory, the context
of situation can be described.asla complex network. of infor- _

mation sources. These sources may, at times, provide the same
information that is presented -in the verbal context, but they
often provide information that expands, pefines or even contra-

dicts that' which the verbal context provides. We do not have

sufficient space for a detailed characterization of these infor-
mation sources (cf. Hymes, 1972 for such characterization)-,, but

let us briefly consider two major ways in which they are

patterned.

As we'have already suggested, the most common pattern of
oral discourse is face-to-face dialogue in which the partici-

. pants' expressive behavior provides an enormous variety of

e
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nonverbal and paraverbal sources of information. This information

. provided by these sources can be exceedingly complex,'particularly
as it reflects the participants' attitude toward what ttley are

saying. Tone of voice, fpr example, can readily-communicate e
speaker's disbelief toward a particular propositidn, as inns-
,trated by the following pattern of intonation:

The pr4Sident has said hewsupports the bill.

If this proposition were to be expressed in writing, such
disbelief would ordinarily have to7beencoded in a separate
proposition:

The president has said he Suppoits the bill,
but it is questionable whether he really does. '

As.Whitehall Imt it long before the ,terms "nonverbal' and

- "paraverbal"-became fashionable, T

from the code of speech, the language of
formal writing is something:of an abStrac-

' tion lacking clear indication of. the
bodily gestures and meaningful qualities of
the voice which accompany ordinary conver-
sation. (1951:1)

a.*

Apart from the nonverbal and paraverbal sources of-i for-
mation located in expressive behavior, there are abundantlsources
of information located in thetparticipants' shared experience.
This information may arise..from some momentary experience or From

some history of shared experience. A speaker may, for example,"
use the in signaling that the listener has access to some entity in the

immediate setting, even though it has not been previously identi-
fied in the yerbal context:

Could you please hand me the knife?.'

By the same token, the speaker may draw upon some history of
experience he shares with his listener(s)-Th using the to refer
to some entity not immediately identified inthe verbal context.
If a speaker, for example, says,

Can you meet me at the library?

e assumes that the listener(s) know which library lie is referring

to, even el .resent. Moreover, he may
make- this assumption, even where a number of libraries are located

. in the larger physical setting (e.g., on a university campus). He

ro
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maY do so precisely because shared experience with his
listener(s) assures him that they know which library he is

referring to. In both of the above instances, the refer-
ential function, of the nominal.phrase initited'by the may
be described as exophoric; that is to say, the information.
that identifies the referent for the nominal introduced by
the resides in nonverbal dimensions of thecontext of situ:,
ation rather than in the verbal context itself.

The context of situation in which written discourse
ordinarily.takes place preclikes'any dependency on the sources

of information that:have been opined above. In the first

place, awriter and his or her audience are not ordinarily_
located in the same physical space. Moreover, they do not

ordinarily share the same temporal frame. As a consequence,

they cannot draw upon the nonverbal or paraverbal sources of
information located in expressive behavior nor upon the sources

. of information provided by their shared experience of a physical
setting. Secondly, they cannot, in general, draw upon sources
of information, located in any particular history-of shared
experience; for'such a histdry is not ordinarily available,
though, in certain instances, it may be. Consider, for example,

the common body of personal experience that a person may draw
upon in writing a latter to a friend. If stch a letter is read
by someone lacking this experience, it is often quite unig
telligible. By the same token, consider the common body of
intellectual experience that may be drawn upon by the writer
of an artiple for a learned journal. If an article on, say,
the phonological processes of sandhi and haplology is read by
someone lacking knowledge of linguistics, it is, for the most
part, unintelligible.

Indeed; in one sense,.all human, discourse, written as
well,as oral, presupposes, at a highly general level, a certain-
history of shared experience. In the first place, any speaker

assumes, by the very act of using language, that his audienoe
possesses, to a certain degree, a common linguistic code. But

apart from this, written discourse, in its fundamental structure,
may presuppose that the audience possesses general knowledge,-
also anchored in that history of shared experience. Consider,

for example, the way in which a writer, .having` referred to, a
car, can then, at a later point, use the in introducing motor,
as illustrated.in the following:

One of the major problems in buying a used
car is that it is difficult to ascertain
just what state the Motor is ink
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In effect, a writer can assume that he and his audience share'a

ceitain experience of a car thatenables them to know that it. ,

necessarily possesses a motor and, for that matter, certain

other parts such as a windshield or a steering wheel. On the.

basis of this highly common body ofknowledge about cars, a
writer, having referred to a car, can then use the to introduce

motor, windshield, steering wheel, or any other part which may

be taken as ordinarilypresent.14

Even though such a use ofthe introduces a nominal not
already present in the verbal context, its function"may pot be

described as exophoric; for it does not presuppose information

provided by'the context of situation. Rather this use of the .

may be described as endophoric, -for it presupposes'informargn
provided by the verbal context, even though this information is

not totally explicit (i.e., it involves a certain inference based

- on "inalienable possession"). In this sense, the verbal context

maybe considered as including information sources which are not

immediate (e.g., a car ... the motor) as well as immediate (e.g.,

a car ... the car) just as nonverbal dimensions in the context

of situation, as we earlier observed, provide information sources

which'are not immediate (e.g., the library) as well as immediate

(e.g., the knife).

Indeed, a great deal 9f current psycholinguisticlresearch
haS focused on the active role that a reader plays in supplying

information not -immediately available in the verbal context.15

This research has assumed that-reading comprehension is largely

dependent on information that the reader- himself supplies, a

point of view that Frank Smith has expressed in the following ways,

The information that passes from the brain
to the eye is more important in reading than
the information that passes from the eye to

the brain. (1971:4)

This psycholinguistic point of view has been particularly

useflil in reorienting pedagogy as well-as research in reading,

a figld dominated for so long by a behavioral ethos that had

largely precluded serious consideration of-the processes of

comprehension. No matter how great the heuristic value of this

point of view in reading(pgdagogy and research, it should not be

allowed to blur the fundamental contrast that we have just out- '-

lined between the sources of contextual information ordinarily

used in processing oral discourse and those used in processing

written discourse. In the processing of oral discourse, the
inforthation that passes from the brain to the ear takes its

source, to a great extent, from nonverbal dimensions in the'
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context, of situation. In t e processing of itten discourse,

however, the. information th t passes from t brain to the eye

takes its source, at least principle, f m the verbal conteit.

alone, even though the degree to which th information is e

present in explicit form vane oonside bly from text to text.

In summary, we may describe th pro sses of comprehending oral

ip discourse as centrifugal as we 1 as centripetal (i.e., they are

deictically anchored in the no verbal dimensions as well as the

verbal dimensions of the context of situation); the,proceises

of omprehending'written discourse as cent#petal (i.e., they

are deictically 'anchored in the verbal context itself). In

contrast to oral Aiscourse, written, discourse maybe considered

as elaborating a relatively autonomous farm, one in which the

information necessary for understandingran individual "proposition

is pregent within the text itself.

Given this greater autonomy of written discourse, an indiz

vidual cannot in an act of reading, at leaA not in one intended
to extract only that information which the writer'has actually'

encoded,. draw upon sources of information beyond the verbal
context in the same way that he does when engaged in oral dis-

couise. Yetoc-for an individual whose primary experience of

language is oral, the crucial information for understanding

what-Words metn'=is located beyond the verbalit,context as much as

it is .Indeed,cfrom an experiential point of view,

he is not used to diqinguithing between These two kinds of

informatioh,. They f*m, as it were, a seamless weld in his
everyday 4xperience of:talking to others. As a consequence,

such"an individual is inclined ,in the actoOf reading to draw
information not on0fromothe verbal contetC but from a la
,domain, much as he is accustomed to doing in everyday talk:

Hence, as a reader,_ =he masOwconsidered as transferring
strategies for inCoiMation prooes§ing from `a dia-logdcal frame

of interaction (in'alch nonverbarAimensiandlpf the context .*

of situation provide powerful sources of information) to a. ,

mono-logical frame (in which the f4ndamental sourced of infor-

mation are provided by the verbal context)#4
At

It is at this point that we wish to ma* explicit an
'assumption that has surfaced time'and again throughout this

'particular discourse. .Urban mino4ity'students'are, in general,
;

more immersed in oral experience of language than'their main-

,,/-dream counterparts and, as a consequence,bare more prone, ,while

engaged in reading, to transfer.strategiet-for. information pro-
cessing which they.are accustomed to using in dialogic frames of

interaction In order to illustrate how this transfer may take
place, let us turn,' once again, to the research by Nix and

Schwarz ,in which they examined responses of urban minority
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students to standardized-leems used in measuring reading comprez

hension. We shall consider the following item, for which certain
minority students selected the response pay 'him rather..than the

target response depend on him.

The postman alWays comes, regardless of the
weather. We can always/'

A. write to him B.` pay him O. depend

on him D. hear him

In'selectingdepend on hi a student is required, at least
if he follows the strategyenvisio ed-by-the'testmaker, to view
the passage as reflecting a discours- rame we may characterize

as ological. In effect, there is firgt-a proposition that
expresses a generalization about some pattern Of physical events:

Therilb,stman always comes, regardless of the

weather.,

Then a proposition follows that expresses ageneralization about
some human attitude congruent with that pattern of events;

We can always depend on.him.

The second proposition closely parallels. the first; the second
merely makes explicit a certain attitude toward the postman that

.results directly from his consistent behavior that the first

reports. We may describe this kind of discourse frame, so ,

-y

characteristic of writing, as reflecting a monologically parallel
sequence of propositions, one that contrasts sharply,with the
dialogically opposed sequences that characterize everyday conver-

.'sation.

The students who selectedopay him, however, vielied this
passage as reflecting a dialogically opposed sequense of pro-
positions. When these students were asked to give the reasons for
their choosing pay him, they reported that, in their view, the .

first sentence represents the point of view of someone (whom they
themselves viewed as a kind of straight guy) who says the pre-
dictable thing about a postman. The second sentence, however-,
represents the point of view of someope, who really knows. what is
-going on. He tells it the way'at is--the postman, like everybody
else in an official - looking uniform, is really just out to get
money. In effect, they viewed the passage as embodying a dia-
.logical frame of interaction rather than a monological one.
Indeed, when they were asked why-they did not select depend on
him, they answered that selecting it would have meant-just saying

r.
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in another way what had already been said. It appears, then,
that they bad access to the mono logically parallel discourse
fpme envisioned by the testmaker, but rejected'itin favor of
a dialogically opposed one, a frame much more oangruent with
their owA'experienceof how language is act ally used.. In
effect, it appears that they were trans ing strategies for.
information processing from the dialo cal frames of inter- ,

action to which they, are most accustomed.

Noir it may be argued that, even if one grants that these
students'Used a. different discourse frame, they still selected

a response which resulted in a proposition not cohesively
related to the first. Yet one of the most characteristic
norms that govern cohesion in everyday talk is that, whenever
one person brings up a particular subject; a second is then in
a position to draw on whatever information he or she possesses
about that-subject. Given this dialogic norm, the second
person's response may tie viewed as sufficiently cohesive as
long as it is connected in'seime way to the topic. at hand.
Hence the choice of pay him, which, at first glance, may
appear to create a proposition not cohesively related to the
first, does not necessarily, violate the norms of cohesion that
govern dialogic interaction.

Moreover, as we pointed out above, within a dialogic frame
of interaction the cohesive relations between individ al pro-
positions are not necessarily monologically parallel. Rather
thekmay be dialogically opwsed. In effect, one pe =on says
something and another counters it. Given this patte' of
dialogic interaction, the choice of pay him results in a
sequence of propositions that may be related in a highly -

cohesive manner. For the first proposition repres nts a
straight claim about 'the postman" and the second epresents
an ironic rejoinder to this claim. In effect, t second,
cohesively presupposes the content of the firgt namely, the

postman always comes, by providing an ironic cmment on it--
the reason that the postman always comes is -get his payoff.

In fact, the cohesive irony to be found in the second
( 241
pflposition is marked, in particular, by the presence of

s ("we can always pay him"), the very sword usedAn the
t proposition to mark the polstman's persistence. Suc

dialogic repetition of a particular word, often marked by
sties9, is a common means of expressing irony

ineveryday speec.10

`ft
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The pasSage provides cues other than the repetition of always
'which may have motivated the urban minority students' use of'a
dialogic frame of interaction. In the first place, the construc-
tion of the test item itself may have contributed to their using
this frame. The first proposition was given in complete form,
the-second in only partial form. 'Tn effect, the students them-
selves had to complete the second proposition, much as, in a
dialogic frame of interaction, they have to create their own
response to the verbal act of another.

' Moreover, the second proposition was initiated by we, a
deictic form whose powerful effects on the interpretation of
another passage we have already considered. In addition, the
first proposition is initiated with deictic the, which may have
signaled for these students a dialogic frame similar to the,one
used for the other passage; in effect, one in which the sender
of the. message is viewed as assuming that its receiver(s), on the,
-basis of informatibn provided by nonverbal dimensions in the
context,of situation, possess knowledge of the situation he or
she is talking about.

In this instance, the oonstruction of such a'discourse frame
on the basis of the initial the alone is probably not warrhnted;
for it appears`to be functioning generically; that is to say, it
is introducing a nominal, postman, that represents all membdis of
the clan to which thatnominal potentially refers, much as lion
refers to 11 lions in a sentence such as The lion is the king of
animals. I should be noted, however, that this generic function
of the appeartito be particularly marked for written discourse;
and so, once gain, these students, by virtue of their particular
cultural experience of language, might posdibly have had less
access to this geheric function, tending therefore to interpret
the as initiating discourse deidtically anchored in nonverbal
dimensiorth of the context of situation.

We do not have sufficient space for any further characteriza-
tioilof the ways in which strategies for processing information
within oral discourse are used in processing information within
written discourse. Nor do we have space to discuss what peda-
gogical approaches might be appropriate in"dealing with such
transfer. We will discuss pedagogy much more fully in the article

*to follow. We would, like, however, to note that, given the
problems attained above, oral reading by students can be peda-
gogically useful, contrary to what certain reading specialidts
sometimes aim. For it may reveal intonational patterns that
proVide rucial evidence for understanding the discourse frames
that stb'ents use in. interpreting written prose. If, for example,
students in reading the above passage, were to pronounce always
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in the second sentence with a certain rising-falling stress, a
teacher might then be in a positidh to understand that they
were viewing the passage as embodying a dialogic frame of inter-
action, one in which the second proposition functions as an '0

ironic rejoinder to the first.

1Moreover, much more attention needs to be directed to the /
functiopal interrelations'between the expressive resources that
are characteristic of oral and_whtten discourse. As we have

.already shown, there are ways of expressing certain information
in written form,,that is ordinarily realized by nonverbal or
paraverbal meansin a speech situation. A pedagogibal approach
to reading comprehension that is sensitive to problems of oral
interference would naturally attempt to deal with these
functional interrelations. For example,.the use of what has
been traditionally called figurative language in written dis-
course, drawing, as it does, upon connotative rather thah
denotative meaning, may express the particular kind of infor-
mation often realized 'by nonverbal or paraverbal means in a
speech situation.1?

Summary

In order to conclude the second part of this article, let
us briefly reconsider the major lines that we have follOwed in

-developing a perspective on certain reading problems of urban
:minority students; a perspective that has been designed to
counter the orie held by proponents of language deficit. After
ending our critiq67of their position with an extended dis-
cussion of deixis, we first employed this concept in describthIg
the general relations of language.to cu tuts. Drawing upon
various bodies of research, we developed the notion that all
verbal communication is necessarily deictically anchored in the
cultural space that its participants inhabit, much'as it is
deictically anchored in the physicalfspace they.,Inhabit. We
then applied the concept of deiXis intiie more specific domain
of discourse, claiming that oral and written modes differ
tundamentally in the degree to-which an'individual proposition
is deictically anchored in the verbal context. We claimed that
within written discOurse the information necessary for pro -
ceasing an individual proposition is, in general, 'provided to
a much greater extent by the verbal context. It was....then

posited that urban Minority stMentsilv virtue of their
-greater immersion in oral culture, reflect alstrong tendency
to. transfer strategiesprAnformationsmocerssing from oral

Ao discourse to written.discourse. 'Some of the ways in which
such transfer takes placp were then illustrate by analyzing

4". e
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the strategiet-certain urban minority students used in responding
standardized passage item of reading comprehension.

A's a means of providing a general conclusion for.this
icle; let us recall a certairiview of reading that was expressed

in 1the opening paragraph. At that point, we defined reading not
sim ly as a pragmatic activity that human beings engage in so that
they may obtain particular bodies of information, but rather as an
activity that engages the imaginative faculties of the whole person.
Given this larget view of the activity of reading, it is important
that urban minority students' capacity for imaginative interpret
tation of written prose, exemplified in some of the responses that
ye have examined, not be, diminished while they are in the process
of acquiring mastery over certain interpretive norms that govern
the use of information provided by verbal context in written dis -

"'Course., Indeed, as.indicated Ilpertain of these students'
'responsesan the above eicampledWitheir reading problems are
engendered,,contrary to what proponents of language deficit have

. claimed, by what might be considered' an.rexcess" rather than a
'aefic.t." Drawing upon the strategies, for information processing'
to whiCh they are.accustdmed in dialogic frames of interaction,
they generate more information-than the verbal -uotteXt in.wwritten
discourse can-support. As _they acquire 'certain techniques for

delimiting the amount of information they can draw from verbal
'context in'processing written discourse, they must not lose the
capacity for.total engagement of their imaginative fabulties,in

the act of reading. Indeed, their edudational experience, ideally,
should provide them witha sense that multiple frames of reference
can be legitimately used in obtdining complex forms of meaning

from print, As a consequence, they would not be left with a
senser-as they so often are, that, in the act of reading, they .

must reject their own cultural fismes)of reference. Rather they
would view their own cultural frames as complementary to other
frames, useful in garnering the multiple possibilities of meaning
that a text can engender. For, in the final: analysis, the Most
-Complete act. f reading is one which invOlvA judicious discrii

. nation Among the various possibilitiet Of :meaning that a par-
ticular text can offer.

'

,
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NOTES

1. GiVen,theshighly,generai framework of a review article,
the terms "mainstream" and "minority" will be used, 'as a matter
of stylistic economy, in their popular sense. "Mainstream" will
be used as a means of identifying members of a.wide range of
ethnocultural groups whose background is primarily European,
"Minority" as,a means of identifying members of a wide range of
ethnocdltural groups whose background is not primarily European.
The use of these terms is -not intended to suggest that the
various 'mainstream" groups, taken individually, cannot be con-
sidered as cultural minorities aswell. Nor is it intended to
suggest that,- either among "mainstream" or "minority" students,
there is'not a wide range.of cultural knowledge, attitudes, and
valdes that determine; in' quite different ways, the kinds of

meaning obtained from print. Such,detailedanalysis of cultural
difference is,qmwever, beyond the scope of a review article.

2. The preceding characteriiation represents Bernstein's
po ition at the time that language deficit researchers such
as Bereiter and Engelmanndrew upon it. Since that time his

position has changed considerably. Perhaps the most fundamental
change is that he now makes a distinction between "codes" and
"speech,variants," the latter reflecting the constraints of
particular communicative contexts such as the "regulatth;" the
"instructional," the "interpersonal," and the "imaginative."
Within an interpersonal context, fOr'example, an'"elaborated
code" may be realized as a "restricted variant." 'Hence Bernstein-
no longer posits Continuous switching of "coded" as a person
moves from one communicative context to another.

3. This double marking of negation; usually discontinuous
in form, is an extremely ,common feature of languages throughoqt,
'the world; and it it quite common that the two markers, as in the
case of nonstandard English where lioth are /n/-initiated,
resemble each other ip surface form. In early forms of written
English, for'example, twor more markers of negation were
/n/-initiated, as illustrated in the,folloWingtsentence f
Chaucer: "He never yet no4vileynye ne sayde ...."

Such discontinuous marking appears to be motivated by the
fact that the,.sope of negation is highly variable in natural,
languages; that is to 6ay, the,element(s) 'actually'subject to
negation may varY in a particular,predi6a4on.1 Hence what is
subject to negation may be enclosed by two markers, thereby
creating a more precise expression of the scope of negation,
as illustrated by the following- examples from Hausa, a widely-

.
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spoken language in We6t Africa (the two markers of negation are

each realized as ba): .

. Positive Negative

(1) Complete Predicate:
Ba su tambdye shi ba.
"They didn't ask him."'

(2) Scope . Limited to

Sun tamhaye shi. Topicalized Subject: .

"Theyasked him." Ba su ba suka tambaye shi.
"It's not they who asked him."
Scope Limited to
Topicalized Complement:
Ba shi ba:suka tambayi:.
"It's,not him they asked."

(3)

4. A speaker might utter the `,phrase on, the table with a

i,certain tone of exasperation, signaling that, the listener should

have been aware that the book was, indeed, on the' table.

5.. ,rt should be noted that Hess and Shipman did in fact pro-

vide statiStical data indicating that children in the lower-class

group in the study performed the sorting tasks less well. This

lower standard of performance cannot, however, necessarily be

accounted.for by the less explicit verbal style of interaction

between lOwer-claSs mothers and children. -)Any'adequate,explanation

of tileir lower performance would have to take account of a number

of factors; perhapsthe most fundamental of which would be their

apparently' greater unfamiliarity with the nature and purposes of .

the task they/were engaged in.

'6. The redutive processes that operate on inner speech are,

of course, much more radical than those that operate -on public

speech. They appear; at times, to produce; a kind of "pure predi-

cation," in which'the subject is continuously rendered obsolete,

by virtue)of the fact that it is always known. Since the sender

of the meesage is also its receiver, a subject is, in one sense,

already-old.at the actual moment of its encoding.
As Vygotsky 'observed, the most exacting characterization of

the.radicalreduction of inner speech has come from literature

rather than from ,science./The search for n adequate means of

represen,lng.this reduction,, which Vygotsky noted in the workof
nineteenth4.century writers such as Gog81, has been advanced cOn-

siderablyinthe,work of twentieth-century wxiters such as. Joyce.. ,

i d1
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Although the analogy is an at one, it should not

cure the fact that an-- external point of view is ordinarily
signaled at least to some degree, in.a sculpted figure as well.

55

Consider, for example, the external po
signaled by the decidedly frontal
Greek traditions of sculpture.

9
8. As illustrated the resea rch reviewed by Gluckgcexg;1

Krauss, and Higgins, the participants,do not:n4cessarily share
the same point of view in a particular act of verbal communica-
tion. As a consequence, the deictic processing may bebased on
the left-right axis of .only one of the participants. Indeed, .

the speaker and hearer may be L) placed that deictic processing
anchored in one's point of view would be,'direCtly opposed to,-
deictic, processing anchored in the other's. As a matter of
stylistic convenience, however, the more'generalKterm partici-
pant, contrasting with field, will be used rather than-the
specific terms sneaker or hearer.

of view consistently
in human'figures within

*
1

, 9. It may be observed that.deictic*raegies contrasts for
the processing of to -..he left of and in front'of. In the former,

the participants construct a spatial field in;which the-entity
functioning as reference point is viewed as possessing an
orientation parallelto their own. In the latter, the partici-

! pants construct a spatial field in which:the entity4unctioning as
'reference point .is viewed as possessing an orientation opposed
to their own. As We -will observe laterthe strategy in which
a. parallel orientation .is ascribed to the reference point ,is
predominantly used by .members bf,certain.cultures for processing
lOcative constructs that reRresent spatial relations along-the'
,trontal axis as well as the sagittal one)(i.ei, the left-right
axis).

e

10. It may be noted that students in Port-au-Prince, Haiti,
(demonstrated an even ;greater use of the 'participant -aligned
strategy, reflecting; as it were, an even stinger influence of
the ethnocultural heritage of West Africa. It should be observed,

however, that a participant-aligned strategy for processing loca-
tive phrases.that include lexical items for"front":and "back"
'is by no means evidenced only in West Africa. Ong the basis of

pilot research with students from different parts of the world, .

it appears that this/strategy is normative in a grea, number of
languages in Africa,/the .Middle East, and podsibly in certain,

;parts of .Koreover, the distribution of these strategies
':among members of a` multicultural speech community_ illustrates

. -

(
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the different ways in_yhiehingui;EUTrTOT&56--can-be_used in
a single setting.--7FOr example, a repent research project carried

out in a secondary, school o:_,wleraeli kibbutz revealed atffnifi-

cant differences beiween:th strategies of students with a $

EuropeanUltural background (Ashkenazik) and those with a Middle

'--Eastern cultural backgrbund (Sephardic). The students with a
Sephardic background made much greater use of the partiapant-
aligned strategy oA tasks like the above one (Aronowitz & Hill,

4npreparation).

,11 . 4.In our research in the New York metropolitan area, we
disco,ered that a significant proportion of primary school

child ,,no matter what their cultural background, are not
necessaidi§congt_reihedvby the-giveepointlof view that a picture

necessar4i reflects. Whether this lack of constraint is par-

ticularly characteristic of minoritiChildien and, if go, what

are the cultural reasons, are questions that need to be addressed.
Certainly'theinterpretation.of a pictorially mediated;, point of

view can vary frpm oneculture to another. We have discovered,

.for example, that',Hausa-speaking children in English - speaking

schools in)Nigeria may expesience *fusion in interpreting.the
terms "foreground" and` "background with respect to a'picture.
In their of.,n description of a picture with no intrinsically
determined, axes of orientation (i.e.,. a natural landscape) they

may identity in speaking Hausa, the spade represented:as "farther
away" witty the term Baba da "to the fore/front" the space repre-
sented aas-rneaxer" with the term,baya da "to the backeir Thus-the

paticipant-aligned strategy desCribed earlier is operative in
interpretingthe orientational properties of "symboliiing space"

as well as'those of "symbolized space."

404 I12. These are the terms used by lin
two forms for we that many languages posses
Fulfulde, a widely spoken language in West.
is repres nted by eden daha, :"exclusive we"by\min jehi. A

similar .distinction, is rea l;iz by intonation in ertain dialects

of spoken English. TtiiCintotion is a partipul ly potent tool
for social interaction:argOgo m mbers of the black speech c6m-
munity, particularly when tfiey are communicating acroks cultural

boundarie that they wish to keep firmly established.i

'13. The responses of these students might have beemmoti-
jvited, to a great extent, by their, own urban experienpe. ty

4 contrast, minority students in rural areas might be considerably,

less dis sed to this particular way of reading.the,Pabeage, even
though th:oy, too, may have personally experienced poiterty. On the

3

ists in describing the
For-example;p1
ica, "inclusive we"

.\
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basis 'of their rural experience, such students 'light be less.
inclined, for example,.to oppose a swimming pool.and'a river
as symbols of wealth and poverty.

7 e.
14. The relationship of bar to m is one of "inalienT

able possession," as opposed to one o ienable possession,"
illustrated in the relationship off, i , a person to a car
(e.g., That's Sarah's car). In orphological structure
of certain languages, these two of possession are
obligatorily xepresented.in.co b irg ways,, just as, in
the discourse structure of Englisd\other lOguages, they
are represented in contrasting ways, at\leasfifith respect to
the Ways in which deictic elements such 4,sthe xe used to
signal that certain information-may be 4nsideredas given:

.

. i

15: Bransford, Barclay, and Franks!, 1972; Bransford and
Franks, 1971; Bransford and Johnson, 19'2,1973; Brown, 1973;
Carroll and FXeedle; 1972; Chafe,'1972,J12904 Clark, 1975;
Craik and Lockhart, 1972; Davis, 1971; Dijk, 19721973a,
1973b; Franks and Bransford, 1972,.1974; Frederiksen, 1975;
Freedle, in, press; Gentner, 1976; drimes, 1972, 1975; Halliday
and Hasan, 1976; Harris, 1974; HaViland and Clark, 1974; Johnson:.
Bransford, and Solomon, 1973; Just andjClark, ,1973; Kintsch,
1972, 1974; Kintsch and Dijk, in press] Kintsch,-et al., 1975;
Kintsch an0Keenan, 1973;.Mandler and Johnson, 1977; Moeser,
1976; Offf*, 1973; Paris and darter, 1973; Paris and Lindauer,
1976; Peiketti, 1973; Rieger, 1976; Schenk, 1973) Schank
and Colby, 1973; Simmons, 1973.

.

, ,

\
,

16. It should be noted that these students' do not
, necessarily believe that a postman always gets a payoff.
Rather they may have been engaging in a certain kind of
rhetorical play, one in which a certain 'proposition is used
to counter another, even though neither of them is necessarily
believed to be true. Indeed, since the first proposition may
have contradicted their own sente of how a postman behaves on
a job, it may have encouraged a certain rhetorical flourish in
their selection of a response. This rdrialof dialogic inter-
play:among urban Minority students)haebeen frequently noted,
particularly in research by Abraham (19701972), Kochmann
(1969, 1972), MitChell-Kernan

. 1
(1972), and Labov0973).

4,-w
I

t ., y
317. In La Revolution Poetiquetulie Kristeva makes

3 similar point in ;analyzing the radical transforMaiion of
poetic expressiorrin the historiCal transition from oral

,,culture to literate culture. She views'the literate po as
1

t* 57
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having been faced with the need to discover some means for
transmitting in writing what the oral poet had transmitted
by tone of voice.and.tody gesture. Kristeva argues that this

quest fox an equivalent means, in most instanc to a form

of poetic expression.thatmay be characterize as " tic."

In effect,*the litera:tepoet was attempting to find some means
of expressing the affective dimensions that had been expressed
by voice and body rhythms in oral .performance.

4

4

3 e.
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